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ABSTRACT 
Many household products contain chemicals that are considered hazardous. These 
products become hazardous waste when discarded, posing potential harm to both human 
health and the natural environment. With increasing frequency, local governments are 
being pressured by residents to provide special household hazardous waste management 
programs. Planners are often the most qualified personnel to construct such programs. 
At a minimum, planners are requested to assist other staff members or act as the state's 
liaison to the community. Increasing the planner's knowledge of hazardous waste 
mitigation is essential to addressing the household hazardous waste problem. 
This project analyzes the current household hazardous waste issues faced by many 
communities. It first defines HHW and documents the causes of, and problems resulting 
from, present disposal methods, both legal and illegal. Next, it examines municipal 
liabilities by reviewing legislation and legal decisions, manifesting the need for 
community action. Finally, policy recommendations are given to help guide planners in 
devising a strategy to address the household hazardous waste issue in their community. 
These policy recommendations include education, collection, disposal, community 
involvement and program evaluation. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAPfER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
Concerns over the condition of the natural environment are increasing. Even individuals 
who do not subscribe to a basic doctrine of environmental protection do not deny the seriousness 
of the present situation, recognizing the need to stem negative health effects. People are learning, 
firsthand, the consequences of their lifestyles. 
One of the increasingly visible environmental problems that people are being forced to 
confront is disposal of solid waste. This research paper focuses on one small aspect of the larger 
environmental problem of managing municipal solid wastes. Specifically, it addresses the 
handling of household hazardous waste at the community level. 
During the past few decades, industry has been easily targeted as the major generator of 
hazardous waste. Industrial processes generate large quantities of wastes that are buried, burned 
or flushed out to sea. With the advent of recent federal legislation controlling the allowable 
pollutant output and imposing stiff fines for non-compliance, industry is being held responsible 
for poor disposal practices. While industry is beginning to be held accountable for its waste 
products, another group responsible for disposing of toxic substances has escaped accountability. 
This "group" is comprised of all consumers of motor oil, anti-freeze, pesticides and other 
hazardous household products. As this group is not necessarily a point-source polluter like 
industry, it represents a more difficult scenario for control because the pollution may be 
widespread and nearly impossible to track or predict. (Schwartz 1987) 
A major reason for improper disposal of household hazardous waste is that the 
alternatives for disposal are dwindling. This material is being increasingly prohibited from 
landfills as problems of groundwater contamination due to this practice become evident 
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nationwide. Additionally, the soaring costs of municipal collection day events are reducing their 
frequency. (Conn 1989) 
Conscientious consumers feel trapped by not having a way to dispose of items they were 
able to purchase without a second thought. Frequently, these households will stockpile hazardous 
wastes waiting for a collection day event or hoping for the development of some other disposal 
method. (Duxbury 1990) Some consumers are incensed at being prevented from disposing of 
hazardous wastes in landfills. These consumers will dispose of the waste on their land, down a 
house or sewer drain, in a stream, on the side of the road or concealed in other garbage going 
to the landfill . (Conn 1989) 
A case in point involves an EPA study of a shallow aquifer in Florida. The study 
discovered low to moderate concentrations of synthetic contaminants dispersed over large areas. 
There were no specific plumes of contamination as found with leaking landfills. A grand jury 
concluded that "individual and invisible, seemingly minute, acts of contamination such as a single 
can of paint poured in a single backyard, when multiplied thousands of times over in a 
community such as ours, in the last analysis pose the greatest threat to our water supply". 
(Schwartz 1987) 
The disposal of HHW down drains or storm sewers could: 
• corrode plumbing, 
• release harmful fumes, 
• create problems in septic systems, 
• pollute groundwater, rivers and streams, 
• contaminate public water supplies, and 
• possibly cause toxic accumulation in food chains. 
The incineration of HHW could: 
• cause explosions, 
• release toxic fumes into the air, and 
• concentrate toxic substances in the ash. 
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Burial of HHW may: 
• contaminate the soil and groundwater, 
• cause fires or explosions, and 
• release toxic fumes. (Conn 1989) 
Detergents, pesticides, automotive fluids, batteries and solvents constitute just a few of the 
hazardous products bought off the shelf at any general store. These same products can cause 
pollution or be toxic, corrosive, ignitable and reactive in the ways described above. 
There is also a measurable impact on the physical infrastructure of a community, namely 
wastewater treatment plants. (Brown 1987) The pollutants in household waste water are mainly 
cleaning products like toilet bowl and septic tank cleaners, and cosmetics (such as makeup, 
perfumes, shampoo, etc.). Studies on wastewater treatment and the percentage of HHW in 
wastewater streams have been conducted. An EPA domestic sewage study reported 19.4 percent 
of heavy metal and 7.5 percent of organic loadings ending up in publicly owned treatment works. 
A Seattle Metro Water Quality study stated that residential sources contributed 7 to 11 percent 
of the heavy metals and 55 to 64 percent of the extractable organics. A sizeable percentage of 
mercury and arsenic discharged to the two plants were from residential sources. 
Most of these hazardous wastes cause serious problems at wastewater plants because they 
are not designed to remove these wastes. The obvious problem is the corrosive nature of many 
of the organics. Although there are filtering systems used to extract the organics, they are not 
100 percent effective. Many organics end up in the sludge. Heavy metals also end up in the 
sludge which poses a problem for another aspect of the solid waste picture: composting. Heavy 
metals in sludge make it undesirable for composting operations designed to produce a benign, 
usable substance. 
As the problem of hazardous waste management grows more extensive, the need for 
solutions grows more critical. Between diminishing landfill space, drawbacks to incineration, and 
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public outrage at ocean dumping, the world is discovering that traditional methods of handling 
waste are no longer acceptable. The issue becomes even more complex when the waste is 
hazardous. 
This report is organized into five chapters. Chapter 2 states and discusses the various 
published definitions of household hazardous wastes (HHW) and products. Sources for these 
definitions include federal and state governments, industry trade associations and community 
interest groups. Chapter 3 discusses the methods currently in place for addressing HHW 
collection and education, discussing strategies, documenting costs, and evaluating the 
effectiveness of such programs. This information was obtained primarily from annual reports on 
collection activities and through a questionnaire administered to those responsible for HHW 
disposal at several sites throughout the nation. Legal issues such as the authority of the federal 
governing agencies and municipal liabilities are addressed in Chapter 4. Finally, policy 
recommendations given in Chapter 5 are distilled from the information presented in the preceding 
chapters. 
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Chapter 2 
DEFINING HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE 
CHAYfER 2 - DEFINING HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE 
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has estimated that the average 
household in this country generates from three to ten gallons of potentially hazardous materials 
per year. (Ehrich 1992) Given that the 1990 population of the United States is 248,710,000 
(U.S. Bureau of the Census 1992), this amounts to somewhere between 300 million and one 
billion gallons per year. Which household wastes are considered hazardous varies depending 
upon which group is defining the term. Household hazardous waste (HHW) has been defined 
by four groups with high levels of involvement in the issue: the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA), individual states, industry groups and public interest groups. 
EPA DEFINITION 
The EPA approach to defining HHW is to combine the federal definitions of hazardous 
waste and household waste. This definition is developed under the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA), the federal law which regulates solid and hazardous waste management. 
Under the federal regulations, household waste is a solid waste that is discarded or generated 
from homes and similar dwellings. A household waste is considered hazardous if it is a listed 
hazardous waste under RCRA, or it exhibits any one of these hazardous characteristics: 
• ignitability: easily catches on fire, with a flash point of less than 140· F. 
• corrosivity: easily corrodes material or human tissue; very acidic or alkaline. 
• reactivity: explosive, produces toxic gases when mixed with water or acid . 
• toxicity: can leach toxic chemicals. 
This definition determines what types of household wastes would be regulated as 
hazardous waste if they were generated in larger quantities, i.e. quantities typically generated 
from some type of industrial process. Under this definition the EPA has developed a list of broad 
categories of wastes that can be considered hazardous indicating which characteristics, of the four 
mentioned above, apply to that type of product. While these types of products are those most 
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often considered hazardous, exceptions do exist in each category. Table 1 presents a brief 
summary of the EPA's categories. 
Table 1: EPA's List of Common Hazardous Household Products 
PRODUCT INGREDIENTS HAZARDS 
Household Cleaners •sodium hydroxide •corrosive 
•caustic soda •highly ignitable 
•petroleum distillates 
• isopropanol 
Automotive Products •organic solvents •highly ignitable 
•petroleum distillates •emit toxic fumes 
Home Maintenance/ •organic solvents •highly ignitable 
Improvement Products •emit toxic fumes 
Lawn and Garden •arsenic •corrosive 
Products •diazinon •highly ignitable 
•chlordane •emit toxic fumes 
•carcinogenic 
The EPA believes that most household products are safe if used properly and safely 
stored. The agency surmises that research should focus on the fate and effects of these products 
when disposed of in various ways . (Maples 1987) 
STATE DEFINITIONS 
Several states have developed legal definitions as part of an overall waste handling 
program. The following presents the definitions of only a few of these states. 
IOWA 
The Iowa definition reads: Household hazardous material means a product used for 
residential purposes and designated by rule of the Department of Natural Resources and may 
include hazardous substances, as defined, and hazardous waste, as defined, and shall include but 
is not limited to: 
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• motor oils • motor oil filters 
• gasoline/diesel additives • degreasers 
• fertilizers (petro. base) • polishes 
• paints (except latex) • solvents 
• caustic household cleaners • thinners 
• stain removers (petro. base) • waxes/lacquers 
Evident for the first time in the Iowa definition was the list of household products which are 
excluded from being considered hazardous: laundry detergents or soaps, dishwashing 
compounds, chlorine bleach, personal care products and soaps, cosmetics and medications. (Iowa 
1987) These items were omitted as a result of lobbyist's efforts. (Krogulski 1992) This delivers 
an inconsistent message given that many of these products present hazards equivalent to other 
products not excluded. This concept of excluding personal use products was later implemented 
by other states. 
MINNESOTA 
The Minnesota definition states that "Household hazardous waste means waste generated from 
household activity that exhibits the characteristics of, or that is listed as, hazardous waste under 
agency [Minnesota Pollution Control Agency] rules but does not include waste from commercial 
activities that is generated, stored, or present in a household." (Minnesota 1989) Excluding 
waste that may be generated from a home business, or transported to a home from a business, 
is only acceptable here if it is addressed in another state statute. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
In House Bill 776-FN, not yet passed by the New Hampshire legislature, both "household 
hazardous material" and "household hazardous waste" are defined. Household hazardous material 
is defined as a product used for residential purposes and containing materials designated as 
hazardous waste by rules adopted by the Division of Waste Management under two separate state 
regulations. The list of household hazardous materials is almost identical to the Iowa list, 
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including the exceptions. Household hazardous waste "means the remaining residue of household 
hazardous materials in containers which contained such materials, or the remaining ingredients, 
in whatever form, of household hazardous materials as defined". 
VERMONT 
Vermont does not legally define HHW, but instead provides a list of household hazardous 
products. (Vermont 1991) Products listed are: 
• all motor oil products including, but not limited to, oil, engine lubricants, and 
transmission fluid and additives; 
• all types of gas treatments and gas line freeze-up products; 
• engine cleaners and solvents; 
• shoe polishes, floor waxes, car waxes, furniture polishes, spray dust cleaners, furniture 
stains; 
• mineral spirits, turpentine, alcohols not for human consumption, cresol, naphtha; 
• paints, whether for brush or spray, aerosol paints, lacquers and thinners (except water); 
• drain cleaners, toilet bowl cleaners, oven cleaners; 
• spot and stain removers with petroleum base; 
• fertilizers with petroleum base; 
• pesticides falling within the state definition; 
• lead-acid batteries, pool chemicals, photographic chemicals, antifreeze, wood 
preservatives, windshield wiper solution, most glues and adhesives, self-lighting 
charcoal, charcoal lighter, butane lighters, all aerosols (except personal care products). 
WASHINGTON 
The definition reads: "Household hazardous substance means any liquid, solid, contained 
gas or sludge, including any material, substance or product, commodity or waste, used or 
generated in the household, regardless of quantity, that exhibits any of the characteristics or 
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criteria of "dangerous waste" as set forth in Chapter 273-303 of the Annotated Code. Such 
substances become moderate risk waste when discarded." (Maples 1987) 
The Washington State HHW statute requires that local hazardous waste planning guidelines 
be set up. The guidelines suggest that local planning efforts use chemical ingredients of 
individual products as a basis for discriminating between hazardous and non-hazardous products. 
A list is also provided with the common constituents contained in those products. A revised list 
is found in Appendix A. Washington has created seven broad categories of potentially hazardous 
household products: 
• auto, boat and equipment maintenance products, 
• home and household maintenance, 
• paint products, 
• repair and remodelling, 
• hobby, pet and recreation materials, 
• personal care products, 
• pesticides and herbicides. 
INDUSTRY DEFINITION 
The Chemical Specialties Manufacturers Association (CSMA) definition of HHW is: 
A discarded material, product or mixture that reaches groundwater from solid waste landfills 
or improper disposal, or reaches surface water from disposal in sewer systems or septic 
systems, IN SUFFICIENT QUANTITIES to create, by itself or in conjunction with other 
materials, a verifiable level of toxicity that could affect human health or the environment. 
(Maples 1987) 
The CSMA agrees that certain household materials should be segregated from the general waste 
stream. It is evident, however, that they have a narrow view of the materials this includes: the 
potential hazards of chemicals contained in common household products is almost completely 
ignored. They believe that the materials that should be segregated are easily distinguishable from 
normal household consumer products, such as: 
• certain pesticides that have been scientifically determined to persist in the environment, 
such as DDT; 
• extremely toxic materials that pose a human health hazard, such as arsenic or strychnine; 
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• used motor oil and gasoline which can be recycled and refined; 
• ammunition and explosives; 
• unidentified material of a suspicious nature. 
The National Paint and Coatings Association (NPCA), in an April 1987 HHW Policy 
statement, generally supported the federal definition of HHW as put forth by the EPA. The 
following points were made by the NPCA in its statement: 
• Only small quantities of hazardous waste are disposed of in municipal landfills. 
• Most products are hazardous only in large bulk quantities. 
• The small amount of hazardous material is absorbed by solid waste. 
• More scientific evidence is needed. 
NPCA addressed the issue from the perspective that there is insufficient scientific evidence to 
conclude that the disposal of household chemical products, including paints, in municipal 
landfills, creates an adverse impact on the environment. NPCA believes that the extent of 
environmental and health hazards posed by the disposal of household chemical products and their 
waste streams in municipal landfills is not fully determined. 
PUBLIC INTEREST GROUPS 
A number of organizations have attempted to define HHW by listing items considered 
hazardous. These efforts are most commonly done at the local level when community groups and 
organizations decide to organize a collection program. These lists vary widely, but usually 
major categories are assembled similar to EPA or the states. 
The National Audubon Society's (NAS) position is that a product should be considered to be 
hazardous if it exhibits any characteristics which are: 
• toxic • reactive 
• ignitable • corrosive 
• infectious • radioactive 
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They have developed a list, as have many other groups, which includes: pesticides, herbicides, 
paint products and preservatives, cleaners, and automotive wastes or products. (Maples 1987) 
The Clean Water Fund, a non-profit research and education organization whose work 
complements the grass-roots citizen group Clean Water Action in Rhode Island, publishes a chart 
of household alternatives. (Clean Water Fund 1989) The chart does not offer a definition of 
HHW but does identify twenty categories or specific items, stating the problem with the item and 
what the solution is. Items listed are: 
• floor/furniture polish • aerosols 
• all-purpose cleaners • glass cleaner 
• auto. dishwashing products • pesticides 
• automotive products • laundry products 
• deodorizers • metal polishes 
• dishwashing liquids • mold/mildew cleaners 
• disinfectants • mothballs 
• disposables • oven cleaners 
• drain cleaners • paints/paint thinner 
• flea/tick control • toilet cleaners 
Unique to this list is the inclusion of disposables such as plastics, styrofoam and diapers. 
The problem stated is that landfills are being filled with these non-biodegradable products; there 
is no mention of an imminent hazard such as that presented to groundwater by various chemicals. 
While disposables do represent a solid waste problem, they do not meet EPA's criteria for HHW 
and it is misleading to include them on this list. 
The League of Conservation Voters, an independent, non-partisan organization in New 
England dedicated to electing environmental leaders to Congress also publishes an informational 
sheet on HHW. (League of Conservation Voters) They do not define HHW but offer examples 
of common products, most of which have been previously listed. A few specific products not 
seen on the other lists include pest strips and air fresheners. This publication also offers 
alternatives. 
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CONCLUSION 
The federal definition of household hazardous waste was developed by the EPA under the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, which regulates all solid and hazardous waste 
management. A household waste is considered hazardous if it is ignitable, corrosive, reactive 
and/or toxic. The EPA believes that more research is needed to better define the problem of 
household hazardous waste disposal. 
Many states have taken the EPA definition one step further and listed the types of products 
included, such as automotive fluids, paint products, chemical garden products and household 
cleaners and polishes. This approach informs the consumer of the diversity and extensiveness 
of household products that may be problematic when disposed of. Other products, such as 
medicines, cosmetics, chlorine bleach and laundry products, meet one or more of the four criteria 
set forth by the EPA, but are specifically excluded from some state definitions without 
explanation. This approach seems inconsistent given that many of these products exhibit the four 
characteristics outlined by the EPA. 
Public interest groups reviewed and expanded both the EPA and state definitions. The 
National Audubon Society added "infectious" and "radioactive" to the list of four hazardous 
characteristics identified by the EPA. While these types of wastes certainly are hazardous, they 
do not display one of the four characteristics of a hazardous material as defined by the EPA. 
Additionally, the volume of this waste is presumed to be negligible in comparison to the waste 
generated from household products. The Clean Water Fund added disposables to the lists 
generated by the states, clouding the issue by going beyond the intended definition of "hazardous" 
as put forth by federal and state legislation. 
The industry groups reviewed, not surprisingly, took the most restrained view of household 
hazardous waste in their definitions. An association of chemical manufacturers published a 
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definition which included several elements not found in any other definition. It states that 
quantities sufficient to cause a level of toxicity high enough to effect human health, or the 
environment, must reach ground or surface water when discarded. This is presumably a very 
complex condition to measure given the number of variables to consider. Once it wai determined 
that a "high enough" toxicity level had been reached, some damage will already have been done. 
Remedial action is costly. The National Paint and Coatings Association agreed with the EPA on 
the need for more research. They believe that since household hazardous waste is disposed of 
in such small amounts, and absorbed by other solid waste present, in effect its level of 
"hazardousness" is questionable. While there is no argument regarding the need for more 
research, this view ignores the potential of the hazard increasing due to uncontrolled mixing of 
incompatible chemicals. Until more research is conducted, a conservative approach offers the 
greatest safety reassurances. 
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Chapter 3 
DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT EFFORTS 
CHAPTER 3 - DESCRIPfION OF CURRENT EFFORTS 
There are currently two overall strategies for addressing the HHW issue in the United States: 
collection and education. Collection of HHW is intended to separate this waste from the general 
A solid waste stream in order to prevent it from entering a municipal landfill where it may 
eventually contaminate groundwater. The waste collected is either incinerated, disposed of in an 
approved hazardous waste landfill or "recycled." Public education efforts are aimed at 
compelling consumers to recognize the constituents of the products they purchase, to understand 
their potential dangers and the need for proper disposal and, ideally, to alter their buying habits. 
All collection strategies reviewed include some element of public education. This chapter takes 
a comprehensive look at these and other public education efforts as well as how collection is 
conducted in the United States and Europe. 
COLLECTION METHODS 
Household hazardous waste collection has been in place in many states for over a decade. 
Collection of HHW primarily exists in two forms: temporary collection events and permanent 
collection facilities. The number of both collection activities and the number of states 
participating has continued to increase over time. California has led the nation in total number 
of collection events, perhaps due to their extreme drought conditions. Table 2 lists the number 
of collection programs, both permanent facilities and collection events, by state, for the past 
eleven years. Each state has had at least one HHW collection activity within this time frame: 
1991 was the first year that all 50 states reported some type of collection activity. After the only 
decline in the number of programs (between 1990 and 1991), there is a drastic jump in the total 
number of programs in 1991. 
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Table 2: IIllW Collection Programs 
1980-
STATE 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 TOTAL 
Alabama 1 0 0 0 1 2 2 6 
Alaska 9 7 2 6 10 9 15 58 
Arizona 0 0 1 1 2 2 4 10 
Arkansas 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 
California 55 28 81 99 114 181 148 706 
Colorado 5 0 0 0 3 3 3 14 
Connecticut 10 25 24 38 37 49 41 224 
Delaware 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 4 
Florida 43 16 13 18 72 85 94 341 
Georgia 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
Hawaii 0 1 1 2 9 0 1 14 
Idaho 0 0 0 0 2 3 2 7 
Illinois 0 0 1 6 1 10 11 29 
Indiana 2 1 2 5 4 10 3 27 
Iowa 0 2 0 3 12 6 9 32 
Kansas 0 3 0 0 0 16 13 32 
Kentucky 3 0 0 0 0 4 4 11 
Louisiana 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 11 
Maine 3 1 0 1 3 6 2 16 
Maryland 1 0 2 3 5 10 5 26 
Massachusetts 78 78 51 101 102 78 63 551 
Michigan 10 14 11 23 30 52 60 200 
Minnesota 7 10 9 33 56 31 42 188 
Mississippi 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Missouri 0 0 0 2 1 5 0 8 
Montana 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Nebraska 3 0 1 3 3 6 1 17 
Source: Dana Duxbury & Associates (Nov. I99I) 
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Table 2: HHW Collection Programs (continued) 
1980-
STATE 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 TOTAL 
Nevada 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
New Hampshire 5 11 22 19 27 23 19 126 
New Jersey 8 7 3 13 33 39 47 150 
New Mexico 1 0 0 0 3 2 3 9 
New York 15 21 28 44 62 73 56 299 
North Carolina 2 0 0 0 5 6 6 19 
North Dakota 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 5 
Ohio 2 1 0 1 2 4 7 17 
Oklahoma 0 0 0 0 1 7 9 
Oregon 3 2 2 3 3 6 11 30 
Pennsylvania 1 1 2 5 6 3 4 22 
Rhode Island 9 4 7 5 5 5 2 37 
South Carolina 0 0 0 1 0 3 1 5 
South Dakota 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 
Tennessee 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 
Texas 0 6 2 5 3 11 6 33 
Utah 0 2 0 0 1 2 6 11 
Vermont 3 5 3 2 6 14 7 40 
Virginia 1 3 7 15 10 13 12 61 
Washington 21 12 12 17 37 63 55 217 
West Virginia 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 4 
WLS'consin 8 9 9 7 18 16 16 83 
"Yoming 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 4 
TOTAL/YEAR 315 273 300 484 693 859 802 3725 
TOTAL STA.TES 25 28 28 31 38 43 46 50 
Source: Dana Duxbury & Associates (Nov. 1991) 
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COLLECTION EVENTS 
Collection events in the U.S. are usually one day opportunities at one or more sites 
throughout the area over which the organizer has "jurisdiction". For example, a county 
government sponsoring the collection may have several locations for drop-off, especially in the 
larger counties found in the western states. A New England town, on the other hand, is likely 
to have a single location for its residents only. 
Reported costs per participant for collection events vary widely as there is no standard 
reporting format. Some cost figures include all costs, direct and indirect, while others are for 
waste contractors only. Without the benefit of knowing what factors were included, legitimate 
cost comparisons between collection events are unlikely. Case studies in a following section 
provide more information on costs. 
The reported volume of waste collected per participant also varies widely between events. 
This is primarily due to differences in waste packaging. Some events measure amounts collected 
by the number of 55-gallon drums, some of which are lab-packed and some of which are bulked. 
Others report gallons or pounds of waste collected. 
In an attempt to reduce the volume of waste being handled, and subsequently the cost of 
disposal, many event coordinators have instituted recycling programs. These programs are 
commonly referred to as "drop and swap"; participants are asked to put only usable items, such 
as paint in good condition and unused cleaning products or pesticides, in a specific area for others 
to retrieve for their own use. Paint is consistently the most prevalent material and often goes to 
charitable groups. "Drop and swaps" are growing in popularity as they allow a municipality to 
lessen costs through reduced volumes of wastes requiring disposal. There are no known liability 
problems associated with this practice. 
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Although comparisons of individual collection event reports are difficult, surveys have been 
conducted in an attempt to quantify the waste collected and determine the most common 
collection activities. One such survey questioned persons identified as having involvement with 
HHW collection drives throughout the nation. (Environmental Project Group 1990) 
A summary of their published report presents the following findings: 
• the majority of HHW collection drives were sponsored by a governmental agency for one 
day, at one site, once a year, to serve an area that crosses municipal and/or county lines; 
• hazardous waste disposal contractors were selected by competitive bidding and usually 
assumed legal liability; 
• there is no statistical correlation between the population of the collection area and either 
the total cost of the HHW collection drive or the cost per barrel to dispose of the waste; 
• the majority of HHW collection drives were funded from one ongoing source, commonly 
general state taxes, general local taxes, local user fees or a combination of these and 
other sources; 
• the majority of HHW collection drives recycled materials collected, or permitted 
participants to swap materials; 
• recycling did not significantly reduce the cost of the collection drives (although it was 
noted that the material removed through the "drop and swap" practice certainly saved 
money.) 
The median population of the collection area was 237 ,000 persons with a mean of 336,000. 
Median and mean costs per collection drive were $49,000 and $116,000, respectively, while cost 
per barrel of waste material was $350 and $423, respectively. 
PERMANENT PROGRAMS 
Sixteen of the 50 states have a total of 96 permanent household hazardous waste collection 
facilities. (Duxbury 1991.) The states with permanent facilities are listed in Table 3, 
representing diverse population densities and levels of urbanization. It may surprise some to see 
permanent HHW facilities in the states of Kansas and Nebraska which have a relatively low 
population density, however, "agricultural" states usually include farm pesticides in their HHW 
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collection. The individual policies of 
these permanent facilities concerning 
types of wastes accepted, recycling 
options and hours or days of operation 
vary greatly between states as well as 
within each state with multiple facilities. 
Comparing the number of total 
collection events in Table 2 with the 
number of permanent facilities listed in 
Table 3, it becomes apparent that all 16 
states that have permanent facilities also 
conduct periodic collection events. This illustrates the effort of these states to make collection 
activities convenient and accessible. 
PUBLIC EDUCATION METHODS 
The need for public education is the most widely agreed upon aspect of the HHW issue. 
A questionnaire on HHW labeling legislation drew a clamor for the need for education. (Davey 
1991) The majority of the questionnaires returned had written in an opinion or strategy regarding 
educational efforts. These respondents promote programs in schools, public service 
announcements on the television and radio, and dedicated newspaper columns. 
COLLECTION SITE EDUCATION 
All collection programs include some element of education for participants. Collection events 
and permanent facilities open on a limited schedule usually publicize via public service 
announcements for up to two weeks prior to the event or the open hours. Participants are 
frequently asked to respond to a survey to help quantify and identify the waste, and often to aid 
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the organizers in improving service. Materials explaining the HHW issue are usually handed out. 
The effectiveness of this type of educational approach is marginal. It is presumed that little is 
gained by trying to educate someone already participating in the program. 
In Monroe County, Indiana, residents who utilize the permanent facility receive free 
brochures offering a weekly scheduled course or special presentations for schools or organizations 
on how to make safe alternative cleaners from innocuous ingredients. Containers and labels are 
provided for the workshops. (St. John 1992) 
LABELING LEGISLATION 
Household hazardous product labeling legislation, as a form of education, is currently 
considered to take three possible forms: labeling of the products themselves, labeling of the shelf 
the products are sold from at the marketplace, or affixing a tax stamp to the product. 
A questionnaire was mailed to individuals responsible, in some way, for HHW disposal in 
their state. (Davey 1991) A total of 75 were mailed to 49 states and Washington, D.C. (Rhode 
Island was omitted as it was the state of origin of the questionnaire.) Thirty-nine responses were 
received from 36 states. Of the potential types of labeling legislation, only shelf-labeling is 
actually in existence for some states. This legislation is discussed briefly below and is presented 
in more detail in the following chapter. 
Product Labeling 
Product labeling received the greatest endorsement from the respondents. There was no 
preconceived definition of this term when selected for the questionnaire. As was evident from 
the responses, product labeling is thought of in two ways: executed by either the retailer or the 
manufacturer. 
The preferred method was federally mandated, standardized labeling requirements for the 
manufacturer. There were several reasons for this choice: 
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• it places the burden of compliance on the "creator" of the product; the one profiting most 
from the product, 
• the cost is passed on to the consumer, the "generator" of the HHW, 
• it is consistent with what is currently in place for medicine and food labels, 
• the cost for state by state implementation of labeling standards is prohibitive, 
• it is not reasonable to expect a manufacturer to comply with different rules for each 
state, and 
• it is a one time effort and cost for the manufacturer to change the product label, but a 
continuous effort and cost for the retailer to affix labels to the products. 
In general, product labeling was preferred by the respondents because the disposal 
information is product specific, permanent and travels with the item. Many felt that consumers 
may not take the time to read information on display at the store, as with shelf labeling, or that 
it may be forgotten soon after their departure. Additionally, it is speculated that retailers will be 
resistant to the extra work involved and the potential loss of sales brought on by a prominent 
store display. 
Shelf Labeling 
Shelf labeling was the most widely agreed upon term. The accepted concept of shelf labeling 
includes an eye-catching symbol attached to shelves holding household hazardous products, 
usually next to pricing information. In addition, informational booklets are displayed nearby and 
are available for consumers to take, or often the retailer is responsible for giving purchasers of 
HHW a booklet, provided by the state, at the checkout counter. 
The primary reason this method was chosen was its ease of implementation. Once the 
materials are provided to the retailer the shelf labels can be affixed and the consumer information 
displayed. The only remaining work for the retailer is the simple task of ensuring there are a 
sufficient number of booklets available to consumers on a continuing basis. 
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Another argument for this method was that the consumer is reminded of the issue every time 
they go to the store. Many respondents feel that the majority of consumers do not read the 
product labels, but feel that their attention will be gained by an eye-catching symbol. 
One drawback to this method is that there is a continuous expenditure of state monies for 
printing consumer information yet the program does not generate any revenue. Additionally, 
considering the spatial distribution of retailers in rural areas, or the high quantities of retailers 
in densely populated areas, enforcement may be difficult. 
Tax Stamp 
Like product labeling, the tax stamp method was thought of on both the federal and state 
levels; neither level was favored over the other. The main reason given by the supporters of this 
method was the concept of charging consumers with the "privilege" of using a Household 
Hazardous Material (HHM), and making sure they know they are being charged for that 
privilege. This hopes to accomplish three things: it makes the consumer learn why they are 
being charged extra, it encourages them to look for less expensive alternatives or to use that 
product more conservatively, and it raises revenues for HHW programs. Supporters feel that 
economic forces, especially given today's weakened economy and high jobless rate, speak to a 
larger cross-section of consumers than do environmental or health considerations. The few 
detractors of this method argued that there are enough consumer taxes already, and another will 
only serve to irritate the public. 
A minority of respondents said that this issue was not a concern to their state, so legislation 
was not required at this time. They chose not to select a hypothetical method because they were 
unfamiliar with them. 
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SCHOOL AGE EDUCATION 
Vermont is one of the few states that collects household batteries. Landfill disposal of 
Nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cad) batteries (and paint) is prohibited in regions where there are regular 
HHW collections. Five elementary schools participated in a Central Vermont Regional Planning 
Commission sponsored household battery collection program. Over 2500 batteries were collected 
by 1000 students. The students at the winning school were awarded free ice cream from Jerry 
of Ben & Jerry's ice cream. (Cohen 1992) 
Puppet shows are another method of educating school-age children. In Thurston County, in 
the state of Washington, a puppet show about beneficial insects and the need to reduce pesticides 
is performed for grades K-3 as part of their overall HHW education program. (foteff 1992) In 
Nevada County, California, puppet shows for all ages about hazardous materials and their proper 
disposal are performed twice daily at the Nevada County Fair. Also in California, the town of 
Chula Vista has received state funds for an education project for schools to be prepared in 
English and Spanish. (Purin 1992) 
OTHER EDUCATION EFFORTS 
The Tennessee Valley Authority (fVA) coordinated "A Clean Environment Begins at Home" 
campaign for its employees during Earth week. (Kiraly 1992) Information packages were mailed 
to 19,000 employees while other educational materials were distributed at fairs and TVA 
facilities. One hundred copies of California's League of Women Voters video, Cleaning up 
Toxics at Home, were purchased and shown in conjunction with collection at three sites. A 
follow-up survey on the effectiveness of this educational approach showed an increase in 
awareness on the issue. 
Coordinated by the Washington Department of Ecology is a stenciling campaign wherein 
Scouts and other youth groups spray paint storm drains with the message "Dump No Waste -
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Drains to Stream" with a logo of a trout. This is intended to alert people that anything they 
discard into the drains does not go to a sewage treatment plant, but to the nearest stream, lake 
or ocean. (Cline 1989) This practice is becoming common in other parts of the U.S. as well. 
CASE STUDIES 
Several case studies of current programs in the U.S. and Europe are presented below. These 
examples provide insight to some of the variety found in collection strategies. 
SOUTH DAKOTA 
South Dakota conducted a Pilot Program to collect and dispose of hazardous waste from 
residences, schools, small businesses and farms at a local landfill. This was to be in accordance 
with the Toxic Cleanup Day section of the Governor's 1989 Centennial Environmental Protection 
Act. Money was not appropriated until the following legislative session when $100,000 was 
authorized from the Groundwater Protection Fund for the collection held in May of 1991. (South 
Dakota 1992) 
The collection was scheduled to be held for an eight hour period. Due to overwhelming 
participation, the project cost was estimated to be at or near the budgeted amount a mere two 
hours after it began. Approximately 118 individuals dropped off toxic and hazardous wastes; 
over 200 vehicles were turned away. Recyclable wastes such as oil, antifreeze or batteries were 
collected for the duration of the scheduled time. The costs for collection, identification, 
sampling, analysis, packaging and disposal or recycling of the wastes was approximately eight 
dollars per pound. 
Participants were asked to fill out and return a postcard survey; there was a 40 percent 
response. A summary of the results indicate that 85 percent are willing to pay for a collection 
activity, (52 percent would pay up to $10 and 28 percent up to $20), 41 percent appreciate the 
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opportunity to be rid of wastes stored for a long period (up to 20 years!) and 93 percent believe 
the program should continue. 
A brief summary of some of the observations from the State's Department of Environment 
and Natural Resources include: 
• The majority of wastes received were very old and in no condition to be used or 
recycled. It is apparent that storage of these materials was preferred to landfill disposal 
by the owners implying that there is an awareness of the environmental hazards 
associated with landfill disposal. It also appears that the initial collection project will 
require more resources and be more costly than an ongoing program in which the 
increased frequency of collection will keep the wastes in a newer, more usable condition 
thus increasing the opportunity for recycling. 
• The success of the program is dependent upon the support and coordination of volunteers 
at the local level. Understanding the attitudes and the level of awareness within the 
community where the collection is to take place is very important to the success of the 
collection day. 
• Advertising is very important in order to inform the public of the dates, times and places 
of the collection and also to inform the public of the types of wastes accepted during the 
collection. A continuing educational program to provide information to the public 
regarding alternatives to the use of toxics in their homes may greatly reduce the amount 
of wastes generated. 
IOWA 
Iowa's Department of Natural Resources (DNR) sponsors "Toxic Cleanup Days" which are 
generally one-day events in varying counties throughout the state. (Iowa 1992) Most of the 
hazardous wastes are transported out of state for disposal at EPA approved facilities; used oil, 
lead-acid batteries and usable paint are recycled locally. Due to dramatic increases in 
participation and program costs in 1989, the program was restructured to provide more efficient 
and effective service to citizens. 
The program was changed in two significant ways. First, the program was revised to require 
counties hosting a collection event to provide a task force to establish an agenda for proper HHW 
management on an ongoing basis . Local communities were requested to: 
• establish household hazardous materials information in local libraries; 
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• institute annual school education programs on household hazardous materials; 
• provide ongoing education to the public; 
• assist retailers with the display of consumer education materials as mandated by state 
law; 
• provide local sources for assistance with proper household hazardous material 
management. 
The second change in the program was to conduct collection events by appointment only, 
with a two week period preceding the event during which people called to schedule appointments. 
Iowa is the first state in the nation to sponsor a Toxic Cleanup Day by appointment. Advantages 
of the "appointment-only" event proved to be numerous: 
• advertising a local number to call for an appointment enhances awareness of a local 
source for future HHW management assistance; 
• training volunteers to staff phones and help people with proper HHW management results 
in a local base of people who are very knowledgeable about HHW management; 
• .citizens who call receive personal assistance in learning how to manage their waste 
properly (by using up or diverting many products) in contrast to events held without 
appointments where they would bring in all waste products from the home, some toxic 
and some not, as this was seen as a "quick fix" solution; 
• service time is reduced to three to five minutes per participant; 
• for every participant who schedules an appointment, one or more is able to receive 
instructions on proper management and does not have to make an appointment, thus 
eliminating unnecessary costs; 
• a more accurate estimation of the costs of the event can be anticipated with scheduled 
participants and lists of wastes they intend to bring. 
In 1991, funding was provided by legislation to start establishing regional permanent siting. 
Permanent sites are expected to provide a better, more cost effective mechanism for the collection 
of HHW that must be disposed of through a hazardous waste contractor. 
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FLORIDA 
The Florida Solid Waste Authority (SWA) in Palm Beach County has a comprehensive 
program to manage HHW in place. (Florida 1992) The program consists of a county disposal 
complex which receives HHW and is fed by satellite transfer stations. The permanent facilities 
were prompted by results of surveys conducted during collection events. The state utilizes 
collection events primarily to publicize the opening of new satellite stations. 
The main facility consists of a 2500 square foot building that houses offices, a laboratory and 
a packaging-receiving area. Additionally, four prefabricated buildings house the wastes 
temporarily to enable more efficient packaging. Substantial time and disposal cost savings have 
been realized by developing bulked waste streams. Over the past year, citizen participation 
increased by 30 percent but the number of drums disposed of remained constant. All hazardous 
waste collected is shipped off site for disposal at EPA regulated facilities. Products in their 
original containers, and in good condition, are stored for later reuse and public distribution. This 
facility also accepts waste from commercial businesses, or "conditionally exempt small quantity 
generators", as defined by the EPA. 
ENGLAND 
In the town of Leeds, a Waste Wagon - a purpose-designed vehicle that roams the town, 
collecting HHW - is a pilot program introduced by the city council in March of 1992. (Wheal 
1992) The wagon will primarily pick up a range of paints and solvents, garden chemicals and 
automotive products . The service is available to an estimated 90,000 households. (Kerrell 1992) 
The vehicle has been well equipped for its task. There is a reception hatch for receiving the 
waste, measuring and weighing equipment, a sink with running water, a public address system 
and separate storage areas for various types of waste. There is a fire extinguisher, a portable 
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shower and eye irrigator, and a telephone. The cost to modify the vehicle to this condition is 
unknown. 
Key to this scheme is support from industry: industrial participants in the project readily 
admit that they are involved as manufacturers and sellers of the hazardous items. Two of the 
companies involved, a producer of machine and domestic oils and a producer of paints, have 
already begun extensive recycling programs, including the recycling of product containers. 
The highest volume of waste expected to be collected, as is true in the U.S., is paint. The 
council plans to conduct paint give-aways with the leftover paint being channeled to companies 
that can reblend it. The vehicle only accepts wastes that have clear recycling or disposal paths. 
Medicines are rejected as they can be returned to the pharmacist. 
DENMARK 
A regulation went into effect in January of 1991 mandating that 275 Danish municipalities 
collect HHW. (Johansson 1991) Although the government mandated collection, the 
municipalities may create their own programs. 
Some cities have arranged with paint shops to accept household paints and solvents in 
exchange for a token payment from the city. The shops act only as the collection point: 
municipalities are then responsible for disposal. The major advantage of this is that paint shops 
are numerous and therefore convenient to the general population. Additionally, the staff in the 
shop can assist the town in how best to handle the waste. Unfortunately, the shops limit what 
they will accept and receive insufficient economic incentive for their efforts. 
Another method has been to place manned mobile containers in neighborhoods or near shops 
once or twice annually. This method was later improved upon by the introduction of a special 
collection van. The van takes a fixed route up to a dozen times per year where it stops every 100 
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to 200 yards and rings a bell to alert homeowners of its arrival. This provides the greatest 
convenience to the public, but they must be prepared for the brief stop. 
Finally, the highest level of service is offered by a few municipalities that provide households 
with a special hazardous waste plastic box, approximately two cubic feet in volume with sorting 
instructions. The boxes are child-proof and must be put out in advance of collection which 
occurs on fixed dates at least twice per year, and sometimes monthly. 
CONCLUSION 
All fifty states , and many European countries, have conducted some type of collection activity 
for household hazardous wastes. Although education is a critical part of the overall strategy 
regarding HHW, it is doubtful that it will be successful at reducing the volume of waste to the 
point that eliminates the need for collection. Given the increased awareness in environmental 
matters this decade, the demand for such programs is on the rise. Unfortunately, the financial 
resources necessary to conduct collections frequently are insufficient. 
There is great variation and recent innovation in collection activities. This is necessary to 
address the variables involved in devising a program. The type and frequency of collection 
activities selected for an area is influenced not only by fiscal matters, but also by personnel 
resources, population density, and inclusion of businesses and farms and disposal options, among 
other things. Problems encountered are often overcome through collaboration with another town 
or county. 
Public education efforts are becoming more creative as well. Originally limited to public 
service announcements, new efforts include targeting both government workers and students. 
Both of these groups may represent "captive audiences" in that programs can be conducted during 
work or school hours. The advantages of this approach include convenience for all participants 
and the ability to focus the material on the intended audience. Another method for educating the 
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public involves passing labeling legislation which is often a costly, lengthy process of unknown 
effectiveness. 
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Chapter 4 
LEGAL ISSUES 
CHAPTER 4 - LEGAL ISSUES 
This chapter discusses the legal framework in which household hazardous waste issues must 
be addressed. It describes federal regulations and identifies the types of state regulations in 
existence. The issue of liability is discussed within the appropriate legislation in the context of 
what municipalities face. 
FEDERAL LEGISLATION 
There are two federal statutes that are somewhat connected to the household hazardous waste 
issue. These are The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 6901, 
et. seq., and the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, 42 
U .S.C.A. §§ 9601 et. seq., known as CERCLA, or "Superfund." 
RESOURCE CONSERVATION RECOVERY ACT 
The Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) was enacted in 1976. The scope of 
RCRA includes solid waste management of any kind. Solid waste is defined extensively in 
section 1004 of the statute; ultimately, almost every waste is subject to RCRA guidelines. 
Subtitle C of RCRA, as amended in 1984 and 1986, sets forth regulation of all hazardous 
wastes. Implicitly, since HHW is solid waste, and by definition is hazardous, one would 
conclude that HHW is governed by RCRA Subtitle C. However, legislative history indicates that 
Congress did not want the EPA to treat HHW as Subtitle C waste. 
Therefore, the EPA issued a regulation at the advent of their RCRA program. The 
regulatory provision governing the HHW exclusion is codified in 40 CFR (Code of Federal 
Regulations) Section 261.4(b)(l) which states that the term "hazardous waste" shall not be 
construed to include HHW. HHW is a solid waste, but is not a hazardous waste, and for that 
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.reason is exempt from Subtitle C of RCRA. The exclusion extends to the waste stream itself 
rather than the individual or entity that generates the waste. 
Until recently, this exclusion was lost if household wastes were mixed with other hazardous 
wastes from any source, including conditionally exempt small quantity generators (CESQG). (40 
CFR § 261.2(a)(2)(ii)). This burdened municipalities that accept CESQG waste at their 
collections, as they would be faced with the substantially increased costs associated with full 
Subtitle C requirements. The only way to reduce these burdens would be to manage CESQG 
waste and HHW waste separately (i.e., not mix them in the same container) . Even this approach 
has significant downsides due to the duality in paperwork, space requirements, packaging, 
shipping and disposal efforts. The result is that many collection programs refuse to accept 
CESQG waste. This represents an unnecessary barrier to communities and companies who are 
trying to practice environmentally sound management of CESQG waste. 
A clarification recently released from the EPA states that, "Programs and facilities receiving 
and mixing CESQG waste and HHW are subject to requirements imposed by States through the 
States' municipal or industrial waste permit, license, or registration programs, but are not subject 
to the full hazardous waste Subtitle C regulations, even if the mixed CESQG and HHW were to 
exhibit a characteristic of hazardous waste. The collection facility does not become the generator 
of the mixture merely by mixing CESQG waste with non-hazardous waste, and regardless of the 
quantity of the mixture of the waste, is not subject to the 40 CFR Part 262 generator 
regulations." (OSWER 1992) 
COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE, COMPENSATION & LIABILITY ACT 
The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA), 
commonly known as the "Superfund" Act, was enacted in 1980 and revised in 1986 by the 
Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act (SARA). CERCLA has been described, 
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particularly by corporate officers and corporate lawyers, as the most aggressive, harsh, 
unconstitutional and unfair environmental statute ever enacted by Congress. (Dougherty 1987) 
This criticism stems from the provisions of Section 107 which enables the EPA to recover their 
costs of cleaning up a Superfund site (a place identified by the EPA as contaminated) from 
absolutely everyone ever associated with transporting hazardous substances to the site. The 
statute imposes "joint and several liability". "Joint and several" means that even if there are 
many parties identified as being associated with transporting hazardous substances to the site, any 
one may be held liable for the cost of cleanup in entirety, despite that party's individual 
contribution. 
Moreover, once the EPA has resolved its liability with a responsible party, whether through 
a court judgement or settlement agreement, they still have the statutory right to seek further 
damages from that party if they find the initial remedy at the site was not effective. The party 
is still liable regardless of the amount of time that has passed since the initial cleanup. 
ST A TE LEGISLATION 
Many states have developed a series of laws, rules, regulations for guidelines, studies and 
funding mechanisms which are too numerous and diverse to mention here. Some of the laws are 
comprehensive while others only establish a state program. Guidelines or regulations govern how 
a local sponsor administers a program and, in some cases, require that the state review a plan 
before the collection program is held. State matching grants have been a successful way of 
encouraging more collection days. States continue to play an active role in this issue in many 
parts of the country. 
One type of state legislation that was reviewed was hazardous household product labeling 
legislation. There are two federal statutes that address labeling of hazardous products: the 
Federal Hazardous Substances Act, 15 U .S.C. §§ 1261 et seq, and the Federal Insecticide, 
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Fungicide, Rodenticide Act, 7 U.S.C. §§ 136 et seq. The Federal Hazardous Substances Act 
(FHSA) governs the labeling of all consumer products containing hazardous substances. The 
FHSA establishes minimum standards for labeling information based on the toxicity of the 
chemicals within a product: it is only concerned with acute or immediate effects. It does not 
require that the long term or chronic effects of a substance be taken into account when labeling 
requirements are developed. It also does not require ingredients to be listed or that 
environmentally sound disposal information for unused products be included. The Federal 
Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) regulates the manufacture, use and disposal 
of agricultural and household pesticides. All pesticides must be registered by FIFRA, and they 
must be classified for either general or restricted use. Pesticides can only become registered if 
properly labelled: the label is required to carry a warning or cautionary statement to prevent 
injury to humans or the environment. (Findley 1988) 
Regardless of the preference of federally mandated product labeling over shelf labeling by 
state respondents to the survey, pointed out in the previous chapter, state shelf labeling legislation 
is the only legislation being passed in recent years. Lobbyists have been unsuccessful in 
attracting attention at the federal level, so states have adopted their own legislation and programs. 
Industry is opposed to state-by-state labeling, although the paint and coating companies are the 
only ones to voluntarily develop labeling information. Despite this opposition, there is increasing 
interest by state governmental entities in legislation which alerts the consumer to the disposal 
dangers of HHW. This interest in not limited to the state level. Santa Monica, California is 
currently drafting a retail store shelf-labeling ordinance. (Purin 1992) A summary of state 
legislation follows. 
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Iowa 
Iowa was the first state to adopt Household Hazardous Material (HHM) legislation, doing so 
as part of the state's Groundwater Protection Act of 1987. (Iowa 1987) Waste disposal and 
hazardous waste handling were identified as major threats to Iowa's groundwater. The state is 
responsible for developing, in cooperation with distributors, wholesalers, and retailer associations, 
a HHM list to be used by retailers. 
In their legislation, Iowa requires every retailer who sells products identified as a HHM to 
obtain a $25 annual permit. These monies provide funding for program administration and Toxic 
Waste Cleanup Days. They presently have 12,805 permitted retailers, resulting in over $300,000 
annual income for their program. 
In order to ensure that retailers are obtaining the necessary permits, the Department of 
Natural Resources (DNR) works with the revenue agency who sells the permits. They have 
established a computer program to monitor sales tax permits and HHM permits by Standard 
Industrial Classification (SIC) code. Retailers in SIC codes that have a high probability of selling 
HHMs and do not have a permit are sent a letter alerting them to the law and requiring them to 
either obtain a permit or sign an affidavit that they sell no HHMs. Over the three years that this 
system has been in place, it has been very effective in identifying negligent retailers, according 
to the survey respondent. 
In addition to paying a fee, retailers must also label shelves with information on 
concentrations of HHMs and place posters and brochures for public education in nearby locations. 
These educational materials are provided by the state and paid for by the permit fees. 
Monitoring retail establishments for proper display of the HHM program materials without 
any field staff presented a challenge to the DNR. County sanitarians, environmental activists, 
students and other interested parties have assisted in this endeavor. Staff members check for 
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compliance on their own as they shop, and the revenue and finance staff check when they 
routinely check permits, approximately twice annually. They are also utilizing local volunteers 
in communities selected to host Toxic Waste Cleanup Days. 
The resistance by retailers to the extra permitting fee was somewhat mollified by the 
knowledge that the money is spent primarily on Toxic Cleanup Days. The greatest resistance 
came from retailers who sell only one or two HHMs primarily for the convenience of their 
customers. Many that did not make more than $25 annually on those products have decided to 
phase them out of their inventory. 
A survey conducted by an MIT graduate student evaluated the success of the labeling 
program in three areas in Des Moines. (Zielinski 1988) The results of the survey suggest that 
over 80% of consumers did not understand the purpose of the label, and therefore did not alter 
their purchase or disposal habits with regard to HHMs. This suggests that a shelf labeling 
program alone may be an inadequate solution to this problem. 
Vermont 
Vermont Law 10 VSA 6621 requires retailers to label shelves that display HHMs and provide 
information pamphlets, prepared and paid for by the state, describing the toxicity of the products 
and alternatives to their use. The list of targeted products was developed primarily from the Iowa 
law, but they are adding products as the "rules" are developed. 
The program officially began on April 8, 1991, despite retailer opposition and concern about 
loss of sales. The cost of the program for the first year is $18,000, not including a half time staff 
person, and there are no funds raised by the program. Enforcement was to begin nine months 
after the start-up date with non-compliance being a violation of the solid waste law with a fine 
of up to $10,000. The enforcement methodology is currently being developed. At last count, 
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approximately 60 percent of the retailers were complying with the law. The success of 
Vermont's labeling program has not yet been measured. 
Minnesota 
A comprehensive waste reduction and recycling law, passed on October 3, 1989, states that 
the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MAPA) may adopt rules to identify household products 
that are, or that contain, a problem material and to develop a uniform label to be used by retailers 
on display areas for those products. (Minnesota 1989) The legislation was the result of a 
Governor's Select Committee on Recycling and the Environment (SCORE), a group of 
government officials, industry, business, labor, legislators, citizens and environmentalists. The 
committee's charge was to develop recommendations, by consensus, for dealing with the state's 
growing waste problem. However, the legislation did not provide funding or staff for this 
program. 
The program was a small part of a major bill relating to waste, and the shelf labeling 
provision drew little attention. The lack of funding given to the program indicates that it was not 
a high priority. Due to the lack of funding, and the fact that the program was not mandated by 
the legislation, there is not a shelf labeling program planned. During a recent legislative session, 
a bill to fund the program and to place a tax on certain hazardous constituents of household 
hazardous products was considered but not passed. 
New Hampshire 
House Bill 776-FN in New Hampshire states "the reduction of household hazardous materials 
as the top priority of the state for hazardous waste and toxic material management". The bill is 
modeled partially after the Iowa legislation in that it requires retailers to obtain a permit to sell 
certain defined products. The permitting fee is $50, paid annually. 
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The New Hampshire bill deals with distributors of pesticides separately. These distributors 
may obtain a single permit for its authorized retailers. The fee increases from $50 to $200 if the 
distributor's gross retail sales are $3,000,000 or more in the state. This fee increases an 
additional $200 for $3,000,000 increments in sales, with a maximum fee of $5,000. 
Also similar to Iowa, retailers must post signs where HHM are displayed for sale. The signs 
must list the products ingredients and identify their residues as hazardous waste. (This bill 
excludes products such as laundry detergents, chlorine bleach, personal care products, cosmetics 
and medication.) The New Hampshire bill also establishes a household hazardous waste disposal 
fee to be assessed on any purchase of a hazardous material in the state. The fee is $.10 per 
container or gallon; $.05 to be deposited into the hazardous waste management fund and $.05 to 
be retained by the retailer for administrative costs. 
Maine 
Legislative Document No. 1904 intended to amend Sec.4 of 38 MRSA §2164 to levy a 25C 
per container fee on HHMs, to be paid by wholesalers and distributors, for the purpose of 
funding the statewide collection program. A payment stamp was to be affixed to each product. 
The fee was changed to a 1 3 surcharge, but the bill was killed in their Taxation Committee. 
The bill also required educational pamphlets, produced and paid for by the state, to be distributed 
by retailers to their customers. A redraft of the legislation is planned for introduction into the 
next legislative session. 
POTENTIAL LIABILITIES 
In addition to the deliberation of liability associated with CERCLA, another liability issue 
can arise: that associated with performing some type of collection function. Following that 
discussion are two court decisions involving liability for cleaning up a municipal landfill 
Superfund site. 
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Collection 
In Policy Directive No. 9574.00-1 (Nov. 1, 1988), "Clarification of Issues Pertaining to 
Household Hazardous Waste Collection Programs", EPA provides further guidance. The 
guidance indicates that the exclusion under 261.4(b)(l) is very broad in exempting HHW and 
facilities that handle, generate, treat, store or dispose HHW from regulation under Subtitle C of 
the hazardous waste program. Despite this, the EPA recommends that the materials be handled 
as RCRA Subtitle C hazardous waste. Under Subtitle C, documentation must accompany all 
hazardous waste from "cradle to grave." This includes using a licensed transporter and storage 
facility, as well as filing a manifest, the form that must accompany hazardous waste on its 
journey to the disposal site. 
There are two ways in which collection program sponsors are potentially liable: for a 
transportation accident and for a problem at a collection site. Both of these situations present 
fairly manageable situations. 
A spill resulting from a transportation accident is unlikely. The wastes would be 
containerized reducing the likelihood of soil or groundwater contamination. Although the EPA 
would seek payment from the sponsor of the program as well as the transporters, costs are likely 
to be low. 
When municipalities transport their HHW to a RCRA hazardous waste management facility, 
there is joint liability by all parties depositing waste there and by the owners and operators of the 
facility. The owners and operators would be the first parties to pay as they have a legal 
obligation to do so by statute and their permits. The EPA requires them to provide financial 
assurances to cover problems and insurance to cover sudden and accidental releases. Collection 
program operators are at the bottom of the "potentially responsible party" chain where the 
liability has been estimated at a fraction of one percent. (i.e., for a $10 million cleanup cost, the 
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payment from a HHW collection program will be less than $1000.) In addition, the EPA Office 
of Enforcement has a special policy for small (de minimus) contributors. Although the de 
minimus contributor is expected to pay its allocated percentage, EPA waives its legal rights to 
request further payment if the remediation, at a later date, is found to have been inadequate; the 
de minimus party does not have any further liability. (Dougherty 1987) 
Superfund Sites 
Finally, while looking at the potential legal liability for HHW management, municipalities 
must consider those associated with not establishing a HHW program. The EPA has said that 
municipalities are potentially liable at 25 percent of its 1,200 Superfund priority cleanup sites. 
(Moses 1992) CERCLA enforcement can be directed against landfill operators who are typically 
state and municipal governments. These suits are typically brought forth by third parties, not by 
the EPA. The EPA may bring municipalities in to the process if the municipal waste comprises 
the majority of the waste at the site. 
The District Court of Connecticut, in B.F. Goodrich Co. v. Munha (Civil Action No. H-87-
52, January 8, 1991), found that Connecticut cities are not automatically exempt from liability 
under CERCLA for disposing of municipal solid waste at two landfills, because: 
• cities improperly relied upon the household waste exclusion in RCRA to argue that 
municipal solid waste is not hazardous waste under CERCLA, 
• CERCLA does not specifically exempt household waste, 
• and, the EPA said that municipal solid waste may contain hazardous substances. 
The court found that cities may be liable even if they only arranged for disposal of the wastes. 
This decision was upheld in a Federal Appeals Court in New York and while it has legal 
effect in only Connecticut, New York and Vermont, it is anticipated to exert a far reaching 
influence. The Appeals Court ruling is the highest judicial interpretation yet of the issue of 
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municipal responsibility for cleanup costs. (Moses 1992) The case involved two landfills in 
Connecticut that will cost $47 .9 million to clean up. A group of companies that used the sites 
sued more than 20 municipalities, demanding that they pay a share of the cleanup costs. The 
court rejected the municipality's argument that they only used the landfills to dump household 
garbage, admittedly containing pollutants, ruling that the presence of any pollutant is enough to 
qualify under Superfund. 
The allocation of costs is yet to be determined. The municipalities expect their costs to be 
low since their waste was the least hazardous. The companies, however, plan to argue that 
liability should be assigned based on the volume of wastes deposited in the landfill. Clearly, this 
would be a major blow to the municipalities. Efforts are being made in Congress to grant 
municipalities special status under Superfund. 
On the west coast, in Transponation Leasing Co. v. California (No. CV 89-7368-WMB 
U.S., December 5, 1990), the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California also ruled 
that household waste is not automatically exempt from regulation under the Superfund law. The 
plaintiffs in the case are seeking contributions from the 29 defendant cities for cleanup costs at 
a Los Angeles County landfill. 
The court found "without merit," the cities' argument that household waste is excluded from 
the definition of hazardous substances under CERCLA. The court said that even though RCRA 
contains an exclusion for household waste, it does not mean that exclusion is contained in 
CERCLA. The court added that if Congress had intended to exempt household waste under 
CERCLA, it could have done so expressly. The court noted that the "EPA itself has rejected the 
defendants' position that the 'household waste exemption' under RCRA is incorporated as a 
limitation on the definition of 'hazardous."' It cited a 1988 EPA document stating that 
"Communities should recognize the potential liability under CERCLA [Superfund law] applies 
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regardless of whether the household hazardous waste was picked up as part of a community's 
routine waste collection service and disposed of in a municipal landfill." The court found that 
HHW may qualify as a hazardous substance if it contains any of the substances listed in Table 
302.4 of 40 CFR Part 302. (Table 302.4 lists approximately 60 pages of hazardous substances 
called "ETKM", or Every Toxic Known to Man.) 
CONCLUSION 
There are two main federal statutes which effect the handling of HHW. These are the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) which governs management of all types of 
solid waste, and the Comprehensive Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA or 
Superfund) which identifies contaminated sites and parties responsible for payment of cleanup. 
RCRA specifically excludes household waste, including HHW, from regulation as a 
hazardous waste under 40 CFR 261.4(b)(l). This frees municipalities from having to comply 
with Subtitle C requirements governing transfer and disposal of hazardous waste. This exclusion 
has recently been clarified to include Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator waste 
collected at cleanup programs. This clarification is good news for municipalities that wish to 
accommodate small businesses that have limited, low-cost disposal alternatives. (Including small 
businesses may also provide revenue sources for collection events.) Regardless of the exclusion, 
the EPA recommends that communities meet Subtitle C requirements for their HHW collection 
activities, presumably for their own protection. 
CERCLA, or Superfund, is the statute wherein contaminated sites are identified, cleaned up 
and responsible parties sought to pay cleanup costs. Despite the exclusion of HHW as regulated 
waste in RCRA, recent court decisions on both coasts have found that municipalities can be 
named responsible parties, and as such, accountable for a portion of the cleanup cost. These suits 
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against municipalities are typically brought by third parties being held responsible, not by the 
EPA. 
Municipalities may also be found liable for accidents that occur while their waste is being 
transported or occur at the collection facility. Both of these potential liabilities are improbable 
and fines are expected to be manageable. 
Many states have introduced shelf-labeling legislation as a form of education, and in some 
cases, as a way to generate revenue for the overall program. Iowa was the first to introduce such 
legislation in 1987, and reports success with their program which mandates both a registration 
fee for retailers selling household hazardous materials and the display of educational information. 
(Davey 1991) This aggressive approach is aimed at altering consumer buying habits, or at a 
minimum, their disposal habits. Meanwhile, funds are raised to responsibly handle waste 
collection for communities. Effective management of legal liabilities requires policy for the 
removal of the hazardous component from the municipal waste stream to the extent possible, 
thereby eliminating the potentially devastating long-term liability of landfill cleanup under 
CERCLA. 
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Chapter 5 
POLICY RECOMMEND A TIO NS 
CHAPTER S - POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 
Hazardous materials are present in every community. Management of the risk posed by 
these materials involves important and unavoidable tasks for local planners . Although primarily 
intended to address the larger hazardous waste issue (Andrews 1987), the following statements 
can be applied specifically to HHW: 
• Every hazard happens in some community. A hazard first affects the community in 
which it occurs, regardless of the state or federal programs instituted. 
• Local government gets the calls. When a hazard occurs, it is the local government 
that the community turns to first for help. When local businesses face new federal 
solid waste disposal restrictions they turn to the local government first. 
• Local governments handle hazardous materials themselves. Local governments use 
hazardous chemicals, identical to those used in households, in their own operations, 
generating the same types of wastes. (They are regulatees as well as regulators.) 
Approximately 73 percent of persons involved in HHW management at the state level 
who responded to a recent survey (Davey 1992) felt that the HHW disposal problem was a very 
important aspect of the overall solid waste problem. Moreover, a majority of the respondents 
felt that the local government was the most appropriate entity to handle this problem (with the 
stipulation that the state provide at least a portion of the funding and some technical assistance.) 
All of these are compelling reasons, in the absence of a detailed, state mandated program, for 
local planners (specifically environmental planners) to establish an official position on this issue. 
GENERAL POLICY 
The planner should assess the existing conditions and the extent of the problem prior to 
establishing any type of management policy; What hazardous materials and disposal practices 
exist within the jurisdiction and what hazards are being posed. This is necessary in order to 
properly devise policy guidance. 
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The planner must first establish a definition of HHW. This step will delineate the 
"bounds" for all subsequent policies. The existence of an established state definition should be 
checked and its use is strongly advised. Using a state definition will provide consistency later 
if programs are developed as part of a collaborative effort between two or more communities, 
or between a community and the state. A community always has the option to build on the state 
definition in order to create more stringent requirements and may be prompted to do so by public 
interest groups. Thus, the planner may find herself mediating between various interests early in 
the process. 
The planner must determine the types, quantities and potentially harmful effects of HHW 
present in her community. With an established definition to guide her, the planner gathers 
empirical evidence from other studies or conducts her own if supporting resources are available. 
It would be prudent to make the decision of whether or not to include waste from small 
businesses at this point so that this waste is incorporated in the initial characterization of the 
problem. Given the fact that the EPA has granted an exclusion from regulation for small quantity 
generator waste, common sense dictates that this waste be included as a matter of policy. 
Businesses may be able to provide financial, technical, equipment, or volunteer assistance in 
return. 
The planner makes decisions (or provides recommendations to decision-makers) on the 
need for a management program based on the results of her research, coupled with her firsthand 
knowledge of the community and its residents. If it is agreed that some type of waste 
management program is necessary, the planner may be the one primarily responsible for defining 
its general policy, design and implementation strategies. 
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MANAGEMENT POLICY 
Policy concerning management practices for household hazardous wastes can take two 
forms of compliance: voluntary or regulatory. Most communities have taken the voluntary 
approach through optional collection and education programs. Some states and communities have 
added a regulatory element by banning certain items from landfill disposal or by imposing 
additional costs on household hazardous products. Financial feasibility and public acceptance 
largely determine the policy approach taken. In general, a voluntary approach is believed to be 
more palatable to citizens. It is capable of fostering a sense of a community working together 
to solve or avoid a problem. 
Regulations, on the other hand, are generated only after a lengthy process. All too 
frequently concessions are made by those promoting the regulation in order to get something 
passed that at least addresses a portion of the problem. A case in point is the Iowa shelf labelling 
law discussed previously. By omitting certain HHMs (cosmetics, bleach, etc.) from regulation 
at the behest of a special interest group, an inconsistent message is delivered to the public. The 
legitimacy of both the regulation and its sponsors may be questioned. 
These decisions are characteristic of those recommended by planners advising policy 
makers. The planner needs to state policy goals and spell out individual and department 
responsibilities clearly. This becomes even more critical when collaborating with other public 
or private entities. 
EDUCATION 
The goals of any educational policy should focus on raising awareness of the problems 
of HHW and emphasizing waste reduction as a sound solution to the problem. Goals of 
educational efforts should include teaching: 
• what products can be hazardous and why, 
• how to read product labels, 
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• non-hazardous alternatives to toxic products, 
• safe procedures for dealing with waste to reduce the risk, such as drying out latex 
paint, and 
• how to safely store HHW. 
Education programs are low-cost options that should be a pan of~ community 
policy. Costs, of course, will vary according to how ambitious the program is. Videos, slide 
shows, fact sheets and brochures are currently available from many states and public interest 
groups for little or no cost. It may be best to generate educational materials that focus on 
potential problems within the specific community rather than within a generic community. 
Education programs should target specific groups. Education must be an active, outreach 
effort targeting specific populations such as school age children and municipal workers. Contests 
between schools and within schools not only compel the child to learn about the issue, but also 
the school staff and the parents. These "public interest" stories often reach the general public as 
well through the news media. 
Purchasing agents must be directed to look for alternative products. The municipality 
itself must do its part thus setting the proper example. Persons buying supplies for municipal 
operations should be instructed to search for options to potentially hazardous products. 
Additionally, brief classes can be conducted during the workday for all municipal employees, not 
just those using the products in their work. 
Educational goals should be prioritized. Reduction of the source of HHW should be the 
primary goal of education programs. This should be followed by reuse, recycling and disposal, 
in that order. 
An example of a regulatory approach to education would be to implement some type of 
product labeling legislation. While some labeling programs perform the valuable function of 
raising funds for collection events, this approach is more appropriately implemented at the state 
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or federal level. Executing and enforcing such a program is costly in both money and personnel; 
it is doubtful many communities have the resources necessary to perform an adequate job. 
Education programs may eventually heighten community awareness of hazardous wastes 
to the point where citizens may require more of their local government. Citizens may express 
a need for additional information and advice, and perhaps even a collection option. An education 
program should be viewed as a way to reduce, but not eliminate, the need for more costly 
programs. 
COLLECTION 
Realizing that there will be a certain reliance on landfills for some time to come, 
reduction of the amount of HHW entering the landfill should be a policy focus. Collection of 
HHW is a much more costly and complicated option than education programs. 
Focus on management of product-specific, larger volume wastes and eventually phase in 
other HHW. Product-specific options focus on either specific materials that can be managed in 
ways other than collection, such as paint, or on materials that are already being collected by 
someone else, such as lead-acid batteries, button batteries, and used motor oil. In either case, 
the community does not incur the costs of hazardous waste disposal. Special attention must be 
paid to the laws and regulations for these items so that the community does not accumulate these 
wastes and unwittingly acquire the burden and cost of disposal. 
Product-specific options also succeed at diverting a large volume of waste, and perhaps 
the greater portion of the hazard, from entering the landfill. Starting with items for which there 
is an alternative to disposal allows the community to build some experience and expertise on the 
issue before phasing in wastes that prove more difficult to deal with. This option can be easily 
accomplished as motor oil and paints constitute the largest volume of HHW (Davey 1992) and 
can both be dealt with in ways other than costly, and wasteful, disposal. 
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Review liabilities and insurance prior to collection events. If collection events become 
a reality, an insurance and liability review should be the first step in planning the event. The 
HHW issue is changing rapidly. The body of empirical data is growing and may result in new 
direction from the EPA or state environmental management agencies. If a community is planning 
a collection event, the state agency should be apprised of the plan to ensure it is in not in conflict 
with current direction. Additionally, insurance coverage should be reassessed to ensure it is 
adequate; additional insurance may need to be purchased for the event. 
Collection activities must be made reasonably convenient to residents. The programs 
mentioned in Chapter 3 offer various levels of convenience. There is a fine line, however, 
between being "effectively" convenient and "too" convenient. Providing convenience to HHW 
collection sites is obviously intended to maximize the participation rate and hazardous waste 
collected, thus reducing the environmental and health threat posed by that waste. Unfortunately, 
many consumers see collection events only as an easy way to be rid of difficult to dispose of 
items. This removes the sense of waste "management." (Ridgely 1987) There is no magic 
formula for calculating the best level of convenience. The planner may need to rely on the 
experience of others, or on trial and error. 
Collection activities must occur with reasonable consistency. Collection events should 
only be undertaken if there is commitment that they will continue in some regular fashion, even 
if only on an annual basis. Sporadic management of HHW may actually cause more harm than 
good as people become frustrated with the lack of consistency. The program, and those involved, 
may suffer a loss of legitimacy which will have further deleterious effects on future collection 
efforts. A study conducted after a single collection event actually found an increase in discarded 
HHW; the implication was that the widespread publicity created a heightened awareness of the 
danger of these products but did not provide an ongoing disposal method. (Ridgely 1987) 
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DISPOSAL 
Policy decisions must also be made concerning what available disposal options are 
acceptable to the community. Many residents may take an "out of sight, out of mind" attitude 
towards collection activities. As professionals, and mindful of the health and environmental 
concerns that initiated this action, planners must establish criteria for, or a ranking of, disposal 
alternatives. 
Reuse and recycling options should be pursued over land disposal or incineration. For 
instance, if a community is not able to reuse or recycle all of the waste having this potential, they 
should state that reuse, followed by recycling, are their preferred options for "disposal " of some 
of the collected wastes. They are then bound to undertake the necessary steps in the program 
design to accomplish this policy objective. 
The disposal options, both acceptable and prohibited should be spelled out in the policy 
statement. As another example, a community that has vehemently opposed the construction of 
a hazardous waste incinerator in their community, or even their state, would be hypocritical to 
send their collected waste to another state or country for incineration. This then, may appear on 
a list of prohibited disposal options. It is also necessary to prioritize acceptable options. 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
Establish at the outset a volunteer, citizen involvement committee that includes members 
of businesses, civic leaders, public interest groups, and others with suppon from the local 
government. Volunteer participation is the key to an effective, low-cost program. Several case 
studies presented in Chapter 3 mentioned how essential a committed volunteer group is to the 
long term success of HHW programs. A strong volunteer group may also prove advantageous 
as a selling point if applying for program funding . 
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HHW management programs offer many opportunities for participation by volunteers and 
activists which may be initiated and coordinated by the planner. Possible activities for volunteers 
are listed below, some of which were taken from The Minnesota Project. (Gelbman 1992) 
• Volunteer bank: establish a local database of volunteers with various skills, and 
potential resources, to be tapped periodically for projects. This may include 
chemists, engineers, business persons, marketing experts, manual labor, teachers, 
university and business resources etc. 
• Speakers Bureau: giving talks to local youth and adult groups. Topics include 
alternatives to using hazardous chemicals, changing buying habits, sage use of 
hazardous materials in the home, and simple disposal options for a few key materials 
like paint, batteries and used oil. 
• Events: helping out at booths at local events such as county or church fairs, home 
shows, town and country shows etc. 
• Local Outlets: contact local service stations, stores, and thrift shops to compile a list 
of local outlets for individual material. For example, contact each service station in 
town to find out if they are willing to take used oil from customers or the general 
public and if they are willing to have their name published on a list of used oil 
outlets. 
• Collection Events: one-day collections in the past have used volunteers extensively. 
Future use of volunteers at these events will depend on the resolution of current 
debates on worker compensation and safety. 
• Youth Projects: many projects could be developed for school age children, such as 
poster or logo contests, following the lead of "Just Say No to Drugs." 
• Evaluate/Change Behavior: work with local groups like churches, school, home 
study groups, and service or environmental clubs to evaluate use of hazardous 
chemicals and to identify alternatives to chemicals. 
• Home Inventories: help people to do inventories of the waste stored in homes and 
to identify alternatives. Simple disposal advice could be given for very common 
material, and referrals could be made to the solid waste office for information on less 
common materials. Another version of this idea is conducting a "Safe Home Tour." 
• Test Markets Study: create a local "test market", similar to that created by 
marketing firms, to offer free use of alternative products to be reported on at the end 
of an established time frame. 
• "Recipe Book": promote, on a local or regional level, a competition for recipes for 
non-hazardous alternatives to many products. Prizes could be . donated by local 
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merchants and the "Recipe Book" could be published and given away, or sold at a 
nominal fee to cover costs. 
• Paint/Product Exchange: assist officials in organizing exchanges through a "paper 
exchange" wherein people list materials they want to give away and others contact 
them. 
• Storm drain stenciling: a duck, fish or other logo, painted on storm drains along 
with a reminder not to dump wastes, may deter people from pouring wastes down 
that drain. 
• Shelf-labelling: convince local merchants to voluntarily provide information on 
proper use and disposal at their store displays. Provide informational brochures and 
work to keep them in stock. 
• Get involved: join or organize a committee to help formulate plans for local, state 
and federal action in managing hazardous wastes. 
• Conduct Research: perform research on latest technologies to address the HHW 
problem, as well as on access to these technologies. 
PROGRAM EVALUATION 
The policy should describe the method, frequency and criteria for conducting program 
evaluations. Program evaluation "completes the loop" by critically measuring the level of success 
of the program. Far too often this crucial step is ignored, resulting in the perpetuation of 
ineffective programs. 
Every step of the program needs to be evaluated. Is there a need to alter the definition 
of HHW? If there is new information on what is considered hazardous, or if the state has altered 
its definition, a change may be warranted. 
The effectiveness of management programs must also be reviewed. A common gauge 
of program usefulness is to measure the number of households participating in collection events. 
If participation rates are lower than desired, contributing factors will be sought and new strategies 
tried. Another measure of success might be to track the sales of household hazardous products 
at random retailers for a certain period of time. This might reveal, for example, the effectiveness 
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of education programs aimed at source reduction. It may be wise to include some type of time 
table enumerating how much time will be granted to achieve a certain measure of effectiveness. 
Finally, program evaluation is often a necessary tool to justify continuation of a program. 
Being able to demonstrate a trend of progress may retain funding for a program in the municipal 
budget. 
CONCLUSION 
The general policies discussed assume that there are no state mandated programs. They 
can be summarized as follows: 
1. Define HHW. Communities should consider using the state definition, if one exists, 
for consistency and to enhance the potential of collaboration with other communities. 
2. Define scope of problem. This policy statement should clearly state the perceived 
problems and will include the types of waste generators that are to be included in any 
program. 
The management policies fall into four categories: education, collection, disposal and 
community involvement. 
1. Education. Educational efforts should always be included due to the relatively low 
cost. They should focus on source reduction, target specific groups, and prioritize 
the available methods of management. Material may be more effective if it discusses 
potential or existing problems at nearby, known locations. Purchasing agents for a 
community government should pursue alternative products. 
2. Collection. Priority of collection activities should follow that presented in the 
educational material. The initial focus should be on the larger volume wastes (oil 
and paint) followed by other items with a non-disposal options. Collection activities 
must be relatively convenient and consistent. 
3. Disposal. Both acceptable and prohibited alternatives of disposal should be clarified 
and prioritized. Reuse and recycling options should take precedence over disposal. 
4. Community Involvement. The local government should develop and support an all 
volunteer, citizen group early in the planning process. 
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Finally, policy evaluation, of both the general policies and all program policies is a 
necessary and often overlooked step. This policy will spell out the evaluation criteria for each 
aspect of the program. It will also detail the frequency of evaluations. Additionally, 
consequences of evaluation outcomes should be indicated to provide an agreed upon follow-up 
action once the evaluation is complete. 
Planners can recognize variations in policy approaches that might be adopted at differing 
points along the pathway from the source of hazardous household materials to their final disposal. 
This can greatly increase the success of a long term community management program. A greater 
understanding of where the various policy approaches can be used most effectively can aid in 
achieving the long term objectives of household hazardous waste management. 
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C...Leyory I.CSU (pJ-111) 
x <. l 
A . 1 - 1 
B 1 - Hl 
c 10 - 100 
D 100-IUOO 
Ora l (IUl'I') 
wso !119/kg l 
<. 5 
.s - 5 
5 - 50 
50 - 500 
500-5000 
Inhalation 
(HI\'!') 
t.e
50 
(119/ L) 
<. 0 2 
. 02 - . 2 
. 2 - 2 
2 - 20 
20-200 
Dcrn\l l (lt.1i>OIL) 
in50 (11•J /k<J l 
2 - a 
20 - 20 
200 - · 200 
2000 - 20000 
I. l\11to1110 Livc , Uoat , Eq ui oment Ma inten a nce 
I I . ll ome and ll o use hold Mil inte na nce 
• f'1rn1 lhc 11.::<J lst.ry of 1t>xic E:ffec t s of 01emical Sub,;tan.::es (11'..'<J i>Ll y: 
(I J!Q; ll) 
111. Paint Pr oduc ts 
I V. Reoa ir and Remodel li nq 
v . II ob by , Pet a nd Rec r eatio n Products 
VI . P ~ rs o na l Care Products 
VII. l' e sti c ides and ll e rblci des 
CATEGO RY PRODUCT 
l 
r 
T 
Ant ifr eeze 
l\ntif re eze/Coo lilnt 
Auto Deq r eas ers 
Automo tiv e Rubl>inri Corn.,ou nd s 
l\uto111ot ive Rubbing Co111Dounds 
n,1 tt e ri es 
llatteries. Automo tive 
rirake . fluid 
Ca r buretor Clea ner s 
Ca rpuretor Cl ea ner s 
Ca r bu r e tor Cle an e r s 
Ca rburetor Cleaners 
Co nvertible Top Dressinq 
Convertible Too Dressing 
Degreasers 
Deq reasers 
Fiberqlass. Resin & llarcleners 
Fiberqlass, Resin & llardeners 
CllUl!Cl\L Cl\SC 
N-Butyl Alcohol --sec llutnnol, n-
PCll's -- s ee Pol•1chlorinatec1 lliuhe nyls• 
llutyl /\lcohol -- sec n11tanol 
Huhb e r Solvent -- see Pet r o leum Nao hth il 
Diriric.J y l --see Oiouat 
Tri .,o lvnhosnhnt e -- see Socliu" Trinolynho s•.1 ha te 
Is on r ooyl /\lc oho l -- s r.e I so•Ho nanol 
ViHJC>na -- !lee Oi c lalorvo ;. 
Carba l ic J\c ic.J -- :.ee l'l1 r.no l 
/\mrn o n ia -- s<?e f\r.l 111 un ium ll v dr ox icie 
Me U1vl l\l cu hol --se e Mt-?lli.1nol 
Etl1yl Alc o ho l -- Sl? e Eth<1nol 
Oi e th y l e ne r.lycol 
l::thyl e ne l.lvcol 
'l'etrachloroethylP.ne 
Cvc lohexanol 
Kerosene 
S11lfuri c Ac id 
f.c:i\c.J 
lleavy Me t a l Contaminant s • 
Cresol · 
Ethvlcne Dichloride 
Pot i1ss i11111 llyd rox icle 
Socl iu111 Chro111<1te 
Stoclrlard Solvent 
Petroleum Nanhtha• 
Trichloroethylcne 
Methylene Chloricle 
Diaminoctiethylnrnine-2,2 
Methyl Ethyl Ketone Peroxide 
l 11- 46-fi 
107 -2 1- 1 
1 27-1 0-4 
11111- 9 )-0 
ooor.-20-6 
7664- 9 )-9 
743 9-92- 1 
1) J 9-77-) 
107-06-2 
1310- 50-3 
7775-11-3 
~(152-41-3 
8030-30-6 
79-01-6 
75-09-2 
1338- 23-4 
TOXIC 
CA'!' 
? 
x 
? 
c 
x 
? 
lj 
0 
c 
c 
7 
c 
c 
B 
CAU STIC Cl\RCIN IGllIT 
?) ?l 
? 
73 
1 
°' N 
Cl\TEX:;()RY PFDOLCI' 
I l, 
H 
I I 
l I 
I I 
II 
I I 
1 I 
II 
I I 
I I 
II 
I 1 
I I 
I I 
fiberglass, Resin & llardeners 
Gas o line 
Gaso lin e 
Gaso lin e 
Gaso line 
Ga so line 
Gasoline 
Gasoline 
Gasoline 
Leaded Gasoline 
Lubricating Oil 
Lubricating Oil 
Lubricati[lg Oil 
Motor Fuel Additive 
Radiator Flushes, /\cidic 
Radiator Flushes, Acidic 
Radiator Flushes, Acidic 
Radiator Flushes, Acidic 
Radiator Flushes, Acidic 
Radiatoi Flushes, /\ci<lic 
Radiator Flushes. Acidic 
Radiator Flushes. Acidic 
Radiator Flushes. Acidic 
Radiator Flushes. Alkaline 
Radiato r flushes, Alkaline 
Radiator Flushes. Alkaline 
Radiator Flushes, /\lkal ine 
Radiator Flushes, Alkaline 
Rad iator Flushes, /\lkaline 
Radiator Flushes. Alkaline 
Radiator Flushes. /\lkal in e 
Ru s t Inhibitor 
Transmission fluid 
Tr"nsrn!s s i on Flui d 
Unde r coat lnri s 
Unde r coa tlnqs 
Under c oatinC]s 
Und er coatinqs 
Undercoat iri._cis 
Windshield Hasher Fluid 
Wind s hield Ha s her Fluid 
Air Cleaners 
Bleach 
Bleach 
Bleaches 
Cleaninri Solution. fabric 
Cof fe~ Pot Cleaners 
Coffee Pot Cleaners 
Concrete Cleaner 
Concrete Cleaner 
Deck and Patio Cleaners 
Deqreasers 
Derireasers 
Deqreasers 
Oeqreasers 
Of><ireaser s 
OrENICAJ, 
Cyclohexanone 
Tet raethyl lead 
Ethylene Dichloride 
Xylene 
Ethylene Dibrornide 
Benzene 
Toluene 
Organic Phosphorous cmnds• 
iminestarnine derivatives• 
l,ead 
Tricresyl Phosohate 
Petroleum Distillates• 
lleavy Heti\l Contanoinants• 
llutanol, iso 
Sodium Aisulfite 
lloric /\cid 
Oxalic Acid 
llydrochloric /\cid 
Potassium Dichromate 
llutanol, n-
Petroleum Ether• 
Jsonrooanol 
Olefins• 
Butanol. n-
Sodium Orthosilicate 
Petroleum Ether• 
Isoprooanol 
Sodium Dichromate 
Potassium Dichrnmatf> 
Sodium Trioolvnhosohate 
Ol e fin s • 
Chromium 
Stoddard Solv e nt 
Petroleum Oistillates• 
Phe nolic Resin 
ll ea vy Mf>tal Pirime nts• 
Alky<l Resin 
/\romatlc llycirocarhon s • 
Ill iohat le llydc oca rbnn s • 
Isooronanol 
Methanol 
Cresol 
Oxalic /\ c id 
So<li um llyooc hl o rite 
Sodium Perborate 
Carbon Tetrachloride 
Sodium Perborate 
Sodium Trioolynhosohate 
Phosohoric Acld 
I~of)rooanol 
Phosnhoric Acid 
Dichloroben7.ene. para-
Chlorinated Solvents• 
Oichlornbenzene. ortho-
Petroleum Distillates• 
H~thylen e Chloride 
CJ\.S u 
108-94-1 
70-00-2 
107-06-2 
1))0- 20- 7 
106-9)-4 
71-43-2 
108-88-) 
743 9-92 -1 
78-30-0 
78-83-1 
7601-90-5 
1'l043-35-3 
144-62-7 
7647-01-0 
7778-50-9 
71-36 - 3 
6032-32-4 
67-63-0 
71-3 6 -3 
8032-32-4 
67-63-0 
16588-01 -9 
7770-50 -9 
7440 -47-3 
Oll52-4 l - 3 
67-6)-0 
67-56-1 
131 9-77-) 
lH-62-7 
7681-52 -9 
56-2)-5 
7664-38-2 
67-63-0 
7664-38-2 
106-46-7 
95-50-1 
75-09-2 
TOXIC 
CAT CAUSTI C CARCI N I OJIT 
D7 
A 
D 
c 
c 
c 
c 
x 
D 
7 
7 
D 
D 
7 
D 
D 
7 
D 
7 
7 
7 
x 
7 
7 
7 
D 
B 
B 
7 
c 
7 
7 
D 
7 
0 
B 
B 
? 
c 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
7 
1 
l 
l 
1 
l 
71 
3 
71 
°' w 
CA.TEGORY PRODUCT 
I I 
I I 
1 I 
II 
I I 
I I 
I I 
II 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
l I 
I I 
! I 
I I 
I l 
l I 
l I 
11 
11 
I I 
11 
I I 
I I 
I I 
11 
11 
11 
11 
I I 
11 
I l 
II 
11 
I I 
11 
11 
I I 
11 
I f 
1' 1 
I I 
I I 
II 
II 
I I 
II 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
Deo dorize r s 
Deodo riz e r s 
Deodo riz e r s 
Deodo rizers 
Di s hwashe r Dete rge nt 
Di s inf ec tants 
Disi n fectants 
Di s inf ectants 
Di s inf ec t ants 
Drain Cleane r 
Drain Cl eaners 
Drai n Cl ea ne r s 
Dr ain Clea ne rs 
Drai n Cl eo ne r s 
Drai n Cl ean e r s 
Dr a in Cleaner s 
Fir e Exti nriu i she rs 
Fir ep l ace Cl eane r s 
F ir e pl ac e Cle a ne r s 
F ire ol ace Cle ane rs 
Fir e place Cleaners 
Fl oo r Cl eane r 
Fl oo r Cl eaners 
Fl oo r Cle a ner s and Ha xes 
fl oo r Cl e an e r s and Waxe s 
Fl oo r Wax 
F l oo r lia xes 
Fl ou r e sc e nt Lamn Balla s t 
Fur n i tu r e Pol i s li 
furn it u r e Po l is h 
Househo l d Cleane r 
llouse ho l d Cl eanP. r 
ll ous eho l d Deri r c,1sers 
l. au nrl r y Pr od11ctc. 
Laund r y Pr od ucts 
llP. r c 1JCy 13 atteri e s 
Met;ll Po l i s h 
ll eta l Po l is hes 
Mot hba l l s 
Mothba lls 
Ove n Cle a ner s 
Ove n C l e a ner .~ 
Ove n Cle an ers 
Ove n Cleane r s 
· Po lishes 
Po l is hes 
Po l is hes 
Pr opylene Dichl o ri de 
net'r iqe r a nt 
Ruq Cleaner 
f{ uCJ Cleaners 
Seotic Tank Cleaners 
Seo t i c Tank Cleaners 
Se ot i c Tank . Cleaners 
Seo t ic Tank Cleaners 
Seoti c Tank Cle aners 
O !EMICAL 
Pa ra for mald e hyde 
Dichl o r ob e nzene . para-
Narhthal e ne 
Sodi um 13i s ulfat e 
Sodiu m Tri po ly pho s phate 
Creso l 
Sod iu m ll y[)oc hlorite 
f o r ma l dehyde 
/\mmo nium ll yd r ox i de 
Su lfuric Acid 
Pe troleum Distillates• 
Dichlorobe nzene . ortho-
T r ichloroe than e -1 . l. l 
Pota s sium llydro x id e 
ll ytl r oc hl o ric ll c i d 
Sodiu m lly d r o x i de 
Ca r bor Te tr a c h l o r i d e 
Nao hth a l ene 
Ke r osene 
Etha no l 
/\mmon iurn ll ytl rox i rle 
Die thyl e ne G~ ycol 
f.th yl e ne Glvco l 
Pe trol e um Di s tillate s • 
/\n1111on i um llydro x i de 
Dicthy lerH! Glv col 
E: t hv l e ne Gl yc o l 
Po lvchlo r inated Binhe nv l s ' 
Oi l of Cetl~ r wood 
Ni t r oben z cn ~ 
Soc! i um no t1 ec v l hen 7.e ne s 11l f onil t e 
St) U i u m Tr i 0n l y n h o r; n li .:i t~ 
l' e r c l 1 l o r oc t ll v l e n ~ 
Te t r a c h l oroe thv l en e 
So di111~ T r ino l yn lro sn hil te 
Mercu r ic ()xid e 
Oxil l ic /I r.id 
Pl1osnho r ic Ac i tl 
lli c hlo robc n zene, mi xed 
Nil rihthale ne 
Po t a s s i111n ll yd r ox ic1e 
Me thv l ene Chl o ri de 
Sod ium ll vd r ox ide 
Tr ic hl oro e t h v l ~ n e- 1 , l, 1 
Is o nronanol 
Pe tr o l e um Ui s t ill il t es • 
l::t ha no l 
P r o uy l e ne Di c h loride 
Dichloro-dif l ouromr.than e 
Trichloroethane.1,1.2 
Nanhth11lene 
Trichloroethane-1 . 1.1 
Methylene Chloride 
Dichlorobenzene, mix e d 
Pr. trole11 m Di s t illace·5• 
Trichloroethy l e ne 
CAS# 
3 052 5- 89-4 
1 06 - 46 -7 
91 - 20- 3 
7 68 1-3 8 -1 
13 19- 77 -3 
7 68 1- 52-9 
50- 00 - 0 
133 6-2 1-6 
766 4- 9 3 - 9 
95-50 - 1 
71-5 5- 6 
1310-58-3 
7 6 ~7-01 -D 
1 3 1 0-73- 2 
56- 23-5 
9 1- 20 - 3 
8000-20 - 6 
64 -1 7-5 
1 3 36 - 21-6 
111- 46 -6 
HJ7- 2 l-l 
133 6 - 2 1- G 
111 - 46-6 
10 7- 21 -1 
13) 6 - )G - 3 
90 - 95-) 
2 51 55-)U -0 
1 2 7-l U-~ 
1 27- 18 -4 
14< - 62- 7 
76 G ~ - 3U- 2 
25)2 1- 22 - 6 
9 1- 2r. - ) 
1) 10 - 50-) 
75-09- 2 
1310-7) - 2 
79 - 01-G 
6 7 - 6 3-0 
6 ·1- 17 - 5 
7U -U 7- 5 
75-71- 8 
79-00-5 
91-20-3 
71-55-6 
75-09-2 
25321-22-6 
79 - 01- 6 
'IDXIC 
CAT CAUSTIC CARCIN IQ\JIT 
c 
B 
B 
D 
7 
0 
13 
c 
B 
c 
7 
13 
c 
c 
D 
c 
c 
B 
? 
B 
7 
•7 
7 
B 
? 
7. 
? 
c 
c 
? 
c 
x 
? 
? 
D 
f1 
13 
c 
c 
c 
c 
? 
? 
? 
c 
D 
x 
B 
c 
c 
B 
? 
c 
1 
7 1 
1 
1 . 
1 
l 
? 1 
1 
l 
1 \ 
1 
1 
1 
l 
-- --- --- --- --- ------- -------
TOXIC CA' IT.GJR Y PTCOlO O!DUCAL CASff CAT CAUSTIC CARCIN IOJIT 
JI Shoe Care Products Nitrobenzene 90-95 - 3 c I I shoe Products Trlchloroethane,l.l,2 79-00-5 x I I Smoke Detectors Mercury 709-97-6 x I I Spot Removers Trichloroethane,l,l,2 79-00-5 c I I Spot Removers l\mmonium llydroxlde 1336-21-6 ?C I I Spot Removers Sodium llypochlorlte 7681-52-9 B I I Spot Removers Perchloroethylene 127-18-4 c l I I Toilet Bowl Cleaner Sodium Sulfate 
---- -- - l I I Toilet Bowl Cleaner Sodium Oxalate 
------- 7 l I I To ilet Bowl Cleaners Dlchlorobenzene, para- 106-46-7 B 71 I I Toilet Bowl Cleaners Oxalic Acid 144-62-7 1 I I Toilet Bowl Cleaners llydcochlorlc l\cld 7647 - 01-0 D 1 I I Wind ow Cleaner Diethylene Glycol 111 - 46-6 7 11 Window Cleaners Trisodium Phosphate (deci\hyclrate) 10)61-89-4 I I . Smoke detectors, ionlz<1tion l\mericium-241 
------- 7 7 I I I . Brush Cleaners nenzene 71-0 -2 c 1 I 11 Brush Cleaners Xylene ]) )0-20-7 c 11 ! Brush Cleaners Kero sene 8008-20 - 6 7 71 111 Brush Cleaners Toluene 100-00 - ) c l 11 I Pa Int Remover Butanol, I sa 70-0)-1 7 I I I Paint Strlnoers Sodiu1n llyclr o xid e l) l 0-7) - 2 c I I l Pa i nt St rl ope rs Perchloroethyl.,nc 127- 111 - 4 c I I I Pa int Thinner Toluene l U0 - 00 - ) c I I I Pai nt Thlnners Dlchlorobenzen e . or tho- 95-50 - 1 fl I 11 Paint and Varnish Removers ni s (2-chlocoP.thyl)ethe r 111-44 - 4 x ~ 111 Pa in tb ru s h Cleaner Tri sod ium Phosnhate (cl e ca hyclr atc ) I AH 1-09 - 4 I I I Paints Cadmium Metal 744 0-0-9 x I !I Shel l ac and Resin Thinners f.lethyl IsolJutyl KetonP. lO G- -1 0- 1 D l l I So lv en t Oasecl Paints Hin e ral Snir its 
-- ----- l l II l So lv en t Based Paints llutanol. n- 71-36 - 3 D 71 l I I So lv ent Rased Paints PP.t rol cum Nanht hil • 80)0-3U-6 1 l II I So lvent Based Paints HP.thyl Ethvl KP.tone 70-93-3 D 1 I I I Solvents Petroleum Naohthn• OOJ0-30-G 1 l I I I Solvents Tucncntine 81:106-64-2 71 71 11 I Solvents Cresol }) 19-77-) B 7 II I Solvents Petroleum f.ther• 803-2-)2-4 71 71 11 I Solvents Xvlene l330-2A-7 c I I I SolvE:nts Isonronanol 67-63-0 7 I I I Solvents f.liner<il Snirits 
----- -- l I II Strioner s nutanol, n- 71-31\ - ) D II I Strirmers Trichloro~thanP.-1.1.1 71-55-6 c I I,,1 Strir>oers HP.thylene Chloride 75-09-2 c !1 I Strioners l\cetone 67-64-1 D l I I Varnishes, Shellacs. Lacquers Ethanol 64 -17-5 I I I Varnishes, Shellacs. Lacquers Ethyl l\cetate 141-78-6 D I I I Varnishes. Shellaci:;, Lacquers UrethanP. l\lkyds 
-------I I I Varnishes, Shellacs, Lacquers nutyl l\cetate, n- 123 -06-4 D I 11 Varhishes, Shellacs. L;:icquers /Ice ton e 67-64- l 0 l 1 l Varnishes, Shellacs. Lacqu e rs Ethyl Ca rbamate 51-7 9- 6 A I 11 Hate r Based Paints Ch ram i tlln 7440-47-) x l I I Water nas e d Paints Butadiene 106-99-0 A I I I Hater Oase d Paints C11nrous Oxide 
------- 7 I 11 Wat e r Base d Paints Styr ene Honomer 100 -42-5 c 71 lI I Water Bas ed Paints Zinc Oxlcle 1Jl4-l3-2 TI I Water Oas~d Paints Iron Oxide SEO l<0-17-7 1 Ir \ / ,, ~ " r n.1sf' tl P;iin~~ f'th•tlr>nr> r. l vcn! 107 -21-1 7 
CATECDRY PRODUCT 
I I I Wood Preservative 
I I I Wood Preservative 
II I Wood Preservatives 
I I I Wood Stains 
I I I Wood Stains 
III Woo d Stains 
I V Adhesives and Glues 
I V Adhesives and Glues 
I V Adhesives and Glues 
IV Adhesives and Glues 
I V Adhesives and Glues 
r v Adhesives and Glues 
IV Adhes ives and Glues 
IV Cau lking Compounds 
I V Cau lking Com uounds 
IV Ca ulkinq Compo unds 
IV Caulking Comoounds 
IV Caulking Co m~ounds 
IV Dr ywall Ma tis., Ti 1 es. 
I V Electrical In s ulation 
I V fire p r oo f inri Milterial s 
IV furnace Cement 
IV furnace Cement 
IV Insulation 
°' 
I V Joint Comnounds. Ory 
VI I V Roof Coatinq:; 
I V Hoof Coatinris 
I V noofinri Shinqles 
IV Sealants 
IV Sealants 
I V Sea lant s 
IV Stove Lin inri 
IV Stove Lin inri 
I V Thermal I nsulation 
IV lvh i te T, P.acl Putties 
IV Whi tP. Lead Putties 
r v Vlood Putty 
v Acids 
v Acid s 
v Acids 
v Aerosols 
v Aerosols 
v Aerosols 
v Aerosols 
v Aerosol s 
v Aerosols 
v Ae r osols 
v Alcoho ls 
v Alcohol s 
v Alcohols 
v Ar ti st's Pa int "Coba lt 
v Bot tle d Gas 
v Oottled Gas 
v Aot tled Gas 
v ChP.mistry Set s 
v Dyes 
Cemen t s 
Violet" 
~1lEMICAL 
Chromium 
Pentachlorophenol 
Arsenic 
Lead 
Oenze ne 
Methanol 
Petroleum Spirits• 
Isoriropanol 
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 
1'oluol 
Urea Formald e hyde 
Toluene 
Methylene Chlorid e 
Phenol 
Lead 
Kerosene 
Xylene 
Asbestos 
Ashestos 
AGbeGtos 
A~bestos 
Sodium Silicate 
J\shestoG 
UrP.a Formaldehyde 
AshestoG 
Glycol Ethr.rs• 
Petrole11r.1 Distillates• 
Asbestos 
StyrP.ne Honomr.r 
Polyester Resins 
En0xv Resins 
f\~l>estos 
nor ax 
Asbestos 
As hP.stos 
l.eacl 
ToluenP. 
Ac~tic Acid 
Tannie Acid 
Chromic A~ id 
Petroleum DistillatP.s* 
lleavy Metal Oilsed Piri111P.nts• 
Toluene 
Butane 
Pronane 
Ketones• 
Chlorinated llyclrocarbons• 
Outanol. iso 
Isooronanol 
Oenzyl lllcohol 
Cobillt Arsenate 
lvhit e Gas• 
Prori;ine 
Acetylene Gas 
ll eavy M.etal Ba se d Pi q ment s • 
CASH CAT CAUSTIC CARCIN IQ\J IT 
7440-47-3 x 
87-86-5 A 
7440-38-2 x 
7439- 92- 1 x 
71-43-2 c 
67-56-1 D 
- --- --- 1 I 
67-63-0 7 1 
78-93-3 D l 
108 -00 -3 c l 1 
60 6 11 -64-) c 1 l 
100 -00 -) c l 1 l 
75-09-2 c l 1 
100-95-2 c l l 
743 9-92 -1 7A 
8008- 20 - 6 7 71 
1330 -20-7 c 71 
133 2-2 1-4 x 1 
133 2- 21-4 x l 
133 2-2 1-4 x 1 ])) 2-2 1-4 x l 
-------
1332- 21-4 x 
6U 6 l l - 64 -3 c 
1332 -2 1-4 x 
111-46-6 
------- ? ? l 
13 32-2 1-4 x l 
100-4 2-5 c 1 71 
-------
-------
l))i -2 1-4 x 
-------
1332-21-4 x l 
1332-21-4 x l 
7439- 9i -l x l 
lfiO-Ot;-3 c l l 
64-19-7 D 
1401-55-~ 
11115- 74-5 c 
-.------ ? 
? 
1'J8 -08 -3 c l l l lCli- 97 -0 l 
74- 90-6 l 
l 
l 
70-0)-1 D 
67- 6 3-fl ? 
lOf:-51-6 
------- ? 
-------
74- 98 -6 
74-06-2 
7 
TOX IC CATECDRY PRODUCT L1!Il1ICAL CASU CAT CAUSTI C CARCIN IGNIT 
v flea Powder Carbaryl (Sevin) 63-25-2 B 
v flea Powder Dichlorophene 
------- ? 
v flea Powder Chlordane 57-74-9 x 
v Glazes Heavy Metal Based Piaments• ? v Glues ~lethyl l\cetate 7~-20-9 7 v Glues and Cements ~let hy 1 Methacrylate 80-62-G D 
v Glues and Cements Camohor 76-22 -2 7 v Glues and Cements nor ax 
-------
v Glues and Cements Petroleum Hanhtha 00)0-30-6 1 v 1.lues 11nd Cements Petroleum Distillates• 
------- 7 l v Clues <'Ind Ce ments /\lcohols. n.o.s. . 64-17-5 l v Gl11es and Cements f.lineral Soirlts 
----- -- l v Glues and Cements llP.XilnP. 1111-54-3 1 v Glues and Cements /Ice tone 67-(,4-1 D l v Gl11P.s and Cements r.thylene Glycol 107 ··21-l 7 v Gl11es 11nd Cements ncnzene 71-43-2 c v l.l11es and Cements f.lethyl l\cetate 79-21:-9 
v Glues and Cements l\1nnion ium llyclrox lci e l)) G-/. 1-6 [I 
v r.111es and Cements ror1na ltlehy<l'? 50-0IJ-O c v fl ab by Acid So lutions S11lturic /\cid 76 Gt.-9 3-9 c v fl abb y llcirls Ph e nol lOll - 95-2 v fl obby /\cids Nitric /\cid 7~97-37 - 2 c v fl abb y Paint & Varnish rl e niovers Carbon Tetr11chlorli.le 5r,-2J-5 c 
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